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FOREWORD 

From 1964 through 1967 a aeries of related studies were carried on by the 

Se SSI f!r ^ in 016 Beh&vioral Science. Laboratory at 
The Ohio State University. This report summarise, that research and the 
conclusion of one phase of the work effort undertaken under U. S. Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research Grant #AF-AFOSR-572-64, -65, -66 and -67. 

.^4rePOrt al8° in¡*lcÄte, 016 new direction of research suggested by the earlier 
studies, some of the pilot work, and new investigations projected. 

WhUe practicaUy every member of the DRC staff, at one time or another, 
participated in different phases of the research conducted, the core of the 
actual laboratory work was carried on primarily by certain members of the 
professional staff. These are Usted in Appendix L Furthermore, while 
Professor Eugene Haas (now at the University of Colorado) and 1 (only in the 
!V‘ i7ge) 7d «upervision of the studies, the day-to-day activities were 
initially under the direction of Professor Thomas E. Drabek (now at the University 

“ Un?*T Professor Robert Musay (now at Florida State University), 
ud for the last study, under Professor Robert Roth, the current DRC Laboratorl 
Director and a member of the sociology faculty. 7 

Chapter I briefly describes the general research projected in the original 
technical proposal to the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. The initial 
theoretical model advanced is set forth, as well as a description of the labora- 
ory facilities being used. This chapter draws heavily from an internal DRC 

*t7VTiem0r&n?Um by Drabek' Ä theoretical article by Drabek, Haas, QuaranteUi 
and Dynes, and a descriptive brochure by Roth. 

PUot 8tudy conducted by DRC in the laboratory is discussed in 
Chapter IL Observations made of behavioral changes in smaU groups in high 
demand situations are reported. This chapter is based on a much longer draft 
report prepared by Mrs. Elaine Hobart, a DRC research assistant. Jhich is 
intended to be the basis for an article in a professional journaL 

Chapter Ill describes the major laboratory research conducted during the 
whole course of the project, a reaUstic simulation of an actual poUce dispatching 
room. Emphasis is given to the methodology of this unique study, although 
some substantive findings are also noted. This discussion primarUy although 
selectively summarises the writings of Drabek on the study, including his 
dissertation, a monograph, several papers and two articles. 

TTte next chapter discusses the highlights of a second major laboratory 
simulation conducted by DRC. Undertaken by Mussy as part of his dissertation 
work, the experiment attempted a quantitative test of some hypotheses drawn 
from a refined version of the original theoretical model used. Preliminary 
findings are presented. 
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Chapter V deecribea an "analogue" study conducted as a result of certain 
questions generated by the two major laboratory simulations. Quantitative 
data were again generated. The chapter condenses the findings set forth in 
a draft article prepared for a professional journal by Thomas Cree, a DRC 
research assistant. 

Neart, there is a brief discussion of a new line of research suggested by the 
earlier studies. In an attempt to aero in on the interactional aspects of groups 
under stress, laboratory work was initiated on communication patterns, 
especially those involving cross-cultural elements. Chapter VI describes this 
phase of the research, summarising an Internal DRC staff memorandum by 

it la,t cl)fpter of 0118 r®PO*t very briefly projects the studies contemplated 
if the current line of research is developed. The report concludes with two 
appendices: one, a list of DRC staff members who have participated in the 
research, and two, a list of of papers and pubUcations, completed or in progress, 
derived during the four years of the studies from January, 1964 to December, 
1967. 

E. L. Quarantelli 

Principal Investigator 
Co-Director, Disaster Research Center 
Professor of Sociology 
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Chapter I 

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK, MODEL AND FACILITIES 

In 1963, a Disaster Research Center was established at Ohio State University 

for the purpose of studying organizational behavior under stress. Two different 

settings for this research were selected which resulted in two sponsorships: 

(a) The field phase, where emphasis was on sending a team into communities 

immediately after they had experienced a major disaster (this research was 

supported by the U. S. Office of Civil Defease),1 and (b) The laboratory phase, 

ediere the intent was to bring groups and units of organizations into a laboratory 

setting under more controlled conditions where stress situations could be mani- 

R was felt that work in both of these settings simultaneously would serve 

to strengthen each approach. 

This chapter first summarises the original research proposed,2 i. e., the 

research framework initially used in the laboratory work. The overall theoretical 

model developed in the first year of the work is then described. The chapter con¬ 

cludes with a description of the physical facilities in which most of this research 

was conducted. 

The Research Framework 

Complex organizations constitute one of die most important elements in the 

social web of modern societiei. Most citizens of modern societies are bcrn in 

a hospital, educated in a school, work in one organization or another; to the 

degree that they participate in religious and political activity, these, too, fre¬ 

quently take place in complex organizations. In short, members of modern 
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•ocieties obtain a largo part of their psychological, social, and cultural satis¬ 

factions in large-scale organisations. The understanding of modern man and the 

society in which he Uves is, therefore, critically dependent on the study of com¬ 

plex organisations. 

One of die most important ways of understanding organisations is to study how 

they react to stress situations. The essential social structure and functions of 

an organisation are most clearly exposed under conditions of extreme stress and 

crisis. Crises reveal, as few situations can, how organisations are structured, 

how organisations change and how organisations fulfill their functions. 

There are many kinds of stress situations. From a sociological viewpoint 

perhaps the most useful ones to study are natural and man-made disasters. They 

provide a convenient setting for testing hypotheses about group behavior under 

reaUstic conditions of severe strain. Although large-scale disasters provide a 

kind of maximal test of community functioning, other lesser crisis and stress 

situations if approached correctly also provide an opportunity to obtain useful and 

basic knowledge about the behavior of organisational systems. 

It occurred to us at DRC in 1963 that a particularly good way of approaching 

the problem was to develop a series of laboratory simulation studies of organi¬ 

sational behavior under stress. Few contrived experiments of such a kind in the 

social sciences had ever been conducted up to that time. As it happened, a year 

or so earlier, in 1962, someone had actually urged that an attempt ought to be 

made to move some aspects of disaster research in this direction also. * No one, 

given the ethics of science, of course, had seriously taken the position that 

persons or groups should be subjected to the kinds of direct threats and losses 
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that are common to disasters. However, it was suggested that laboratory simu¬ 

lation experiments would be feasible and should be attempted. Guetzkow, for 

instance, noted that: 

. . . it world be possible to link the experiment to very 
fundamental life patterns by importing individuals and 
groups with previous histories appropriate for the special 
purposes of the research. Thus, for example, if one is 
interested in the processes of leadership succession from 
non-crises to crisis, it would seem possible to use com¬ 
munity groups with long histories of stable leadership 
patterns in crisis situations in the laboratory, ® 

We thus set as our task the studying of the effects of stress on organizational 

structure and functioning in a laboratory setting. The focus was to be not the 

response of people to crimes but on the reactions of organizations to stress. 

This is important, for a group's structure and function can be disrupted without 

any direct or indirect threat to the personnel involved. The failure of a college 

professor to arrive at hie class at the appointed time disrupts and prevents the 

functioning of that group, but in the experiences of most classroom teachers, is 

never a traumatic event for the students involved. In fact, even a few disasters 

are often much more community disrupting than they are personally threatening. 

For example, the 26-inch snowfall in a 12-hour period which unexpectedly tied 

up New York City about a decade ago badly disrupted community life, but the 

reaction of the population was far more one of amusement than anxiety. In short, 

social disorganization and personal disorganization while often highly correlated 

are not necessarily opposite sides of the same coin. 

While we thought the generation of stress in a laboratory setting would be a 

complex operational task, we did not deem it impossible. Other investigators 

with different research objectives had in varying degrees been able to induce 
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personal enu *roup dl.rupdon ol eeâWU.. for Umlt«i period, of time.6 We 

foresaw a number of way. in which .tree, for the organisational e.gment could 

be induced - in fact, anything which would di.integrat. or block the u.ual on- 

going social pattern would accomplish this. However, so a. to attempt to attain 

at least a measurable degree of stress, we intended to try such tactic, as (a) re- 

moving key group members, (b) making uselee. necessary facilities for group 

tasks, (c) interfering with existing group communication pattern, and networks, 

and (d) giving the group an abnormal overload of work. 

While w. were going to us. some ad hoc groups, our intent was to utW.e 

already existing units. We particularly hoped Oat it would be possible to use a 

comparable group in Ihr laboratory a. we may earlier have studied in the field 

research. It was accepted a. a limitation that only segment, or part, of organ!- 

nations could ever be used in the laboratory, rather than total units. 

The eventual goal was to be the testing of specific hypotheses about organi¬ 

sational beanvior under stress. Some of these were to be drawn from the theo¬ 

retical literature, some were to be derived from field observation.. However, 

w. did not want a ..,1.. of isolated and discrete hypotheses. Consequently, we 

set about developing an overall theoretical model about organisational stress. 

How we went about this, and what we produced is discussed in the next section. 

The Research Model 

To formulate a theory of organisational stress, we surveyed a large body of 

".tress1' literature and related research studies, e.g.. crisis, disaster, and 

peychological investigations, as well as organisational theory and research. 
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Àmong the major findings obtained from this literature review completed in 1964 

were: 

!• There was a lack of consensus on a definition of stress. In the psycho¬ 

logical Uterature, for example, stress is frequently defined as . . a class of 

stimuli which are most likely to produce disturbance in most individuals. "7 

However, many psychologists contend that the term stress most meaningfully 

describes the state of a system affected and cannot be defined simply as a set of 

conditions or stimuli. 

2. There were very few efforts to view stress from a sociological vantage 
g 

point While some organisational theorists utilise the concepts of stress and 

strain, seldom do they present a theoretical analysis of the concepts. 

3. The concept of adaptation as a response to stress, and the degree of 

integration of the system as an indication of how it will react to stress, were 

basic ideas appearing in most of the research literature, whether psychological, 

physiological, psychiatric, or sociological, studies were examined. 

Drawing from a variety of sources, some definitions and conceptual distinc¬ 

tions were tentatively advanced. An overall model was formulated. During the 

course of the actual research, a number of modifications were made in the con¬ 

cepts, and eventually the whole model had to be revised. However, what follows 

is the general model and basic concepts used in most of the research discussed 

in this report. 

1. An organisation: A relatively permanent and relatively complex 
discernible interaction system. 

a 
This definition emphasises three major elements. ' First, an organisation 

is conceived of as a set of clustered interactions and hence has those characteristics 
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generally associated with a social system , e. g., interdependence of parts. 

This interaction system is relatively complex, both horizontally and vertically. 

Likewise, the system is relatively permanent, i. e.. it exists over an extended 

period of time. 

2. Patterned interactions (or performance structure)10: The overt be¬ 
havioral patterns of organizational participants. 

If we observe organizational incumbents over a prolonged period of time, 

certain recurrent sequences or similarities in interaction can be seen. These 

similarities,which can be directly observed, are referred to as the interaction 

patterns of the organization. 

3. Normative structure: The norms which make up the roles and positions 
of the organization. 

The normative structure is a conceptual tool utilized to answer the question, 

"Why do certoin interaction patterns recur over time?" These patterns can be 

viewed as the result, in part, of the operation of the normative structure. This 

consists of the various social norms which influencing organizational personnel 

help to produce the observable patterning in behavior. 

4. Interpersonal structure: The patterned kinds of particular relationships 
that develop among organizational members. 

Members of an organization respond to each other not only as position incum¬ 

bents but also as specific persons. Their interaction reflects a modus operandi 

which changes, sometimes drastically, with turnover in organizational member¬ 

ship, but is otherwise relatively stable. This kind of repetitiveness in interaction, 

we conceptuaUze as the interpersonal structure of the organization. 

5. Internal Resources: All intraorganizational resources currently 
used or known to be available for use by organizational personnel. 
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Communication equipment, alternate power equipment, «kills of personnel, 

etc., are included in this category. The ecological placement of all such items 

likewise constitutes a crucial aspect of this concept. Internal resources can be 

subclassified as: (1) equipment, material or buildings, (2) information and 

records, and (3) personnel. 

6. External Resources: All extra-organiaational resources currently 
used or known to be available for use by organizational personnel. 

Extra-organizational equipment or personnel, an excess labor supply in the 

general community, etc., are among the multitude of items that are designated 

by this concept. Again, the ecological placement of such items is crucial. The 

same three general aubcategories are used: (1) equipment, material or buildings, 

(2) information and records, and (3) personnel. 

7. Organizational Capability: The range of possible organization 
actions. 

On any given day organizational incumbents engage in a large number of 

actions which, when viewed collectively, constitute the patterned interactions of 

the organization. But given the resources of the organization, many other 

additional activities could be undertaken. In other words, the organization is 

capable of carrying out not only what is already being done, but many other actions 

as well. Organizational capability, therefore, refers to the entire range of actions 

which the organization could, in fact, perform if the appropriate conditions were 

present. 

8. Organizational Demands: Requests or commands for organizational 
action received by members of the organization. 

Organizational demands may come from the general community as is fre- 

quently the case in a widespread disaster. Demands may also have as their source 
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an external group such a* city, state, or national governments, or any other 

organisation with which the focal organisation has a relationship. Often demands 

are self-imposed by organisational members who, after receiving certain cues, 

proceed to act without waiting for a specific request from outside organisations. 

For example, a texenhone or electric company may immediately dispatch crews 

to stricken sections of the city before any requests from the community are 

received. Hence, the normative structure includes a series of "if-then" pro¬ 

positions. Thus, "if a certain external event occurs (e. g., a tornado which has 

probably disabled power lires), "then" a certain set of prescribed actions should 

take place. 

Demands on all organisations obviously vary from day to day and in some 

organizations may change considerably from season to season. Such variation 

may be both quantitative and/or qualitative. For example, with the first snowfall 

of each year local poUce are usually confronted with a marked increase in accident 

reports. This quantitative change in demands usually lasts only a few days as 

motorists become accustomed to the new driving conditions. Similarly, h ghway 

departments experience a qualitative change in demands since they have snow 

removal responsibilities but no experience since the previous winter. 

In addition to quantitative or qualitative fluctuations in demands, variation in 

priorities attached to demands may also occur. Certain demands, if not fulfilled, 

have more serious consequences, i. e., some are more important than others, for 

either the welfare of the organization or the total community. High priority 

values of the organization are threatened by some demands. Hence, a decision 

to order or not order evacuation of a city in light of an approaching hurricane may 
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be the meet importam deci.ion a mayor might make while In hi. term of office. 

Closely related to the degree of serlouan... attached to a demand 1. the variable 

of time, i. e., how much time 1. available before organiratlonal action i. required, 

îh... two variables, consider«! jointly, determine the priority of the demand. 

Ibus, organisational demand, may change along at least three separate axes: 

quantity of demands, actual qualitative changes in demands, end change. In 

priorities attached to demands. 

9* Sttain: Incon*i»tencies or discrepancies between 
structural elements of the organization. 

Many types of organisational .train have been analysed by previous researchers. 

What 1. frequently labeled role conflict 1. a good example. When various role 

requirement, are of such a nature that an individual is faced with concurrent and 

conflicting expectations, role conflict is said to exist. At another level, norma- 

tive dl.sensu. may be localised between two structural units of the organisation 

(e. g., departments). Illustration, of the several dimension, along which dls- 

sensus may exist are the legitimacy and priority of certain demands. For example, 

following an earthquake first aid unit, attached to a fire department may want to 

render all the help they can in «archín- for victim., even to the point of utilising 

additional men from other units, e. g., a pumper. However, if there 1. danger of 

numerous fire, developing, fire official, may choose to place highest priority on 

maintaining a "sute of readiness- for fire suppression. 

10' Th' organisational state or condition when 
organizational demands exceed organizational capability. 

It 1. assumed that organisational capability and demand represent a dynamic 

equilibrium, where under norma) circumstance, a relatively stable relationship 
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exists with capability exceeding demands. Organiaational stress is not viewed 

as a sot of external conditions, but rather is a term used to refer to the state 

of an organization when certain (i. e., stress producing) conditions are present. 

Organizational stress is not viewed as a discrete variable, but rather constitutes 

a continuum. The degree of stress is determined by the change in the relation¬ 

ships between two major variables: (a) a change in the demands made on the 

organization and (b) a change in the capabUity of the organization. The com¬ 

plexity of this relationship is apparent. For example, a maximum stress situ¬ 

ation such as might be initially produced by a disaster would be characterized by: 

A, change in demands made on the organization 
1 ) quantity 

a. sharp increase 
b. increase is unanticipated 

?.) priority 
a. consequences of organizational action threaten central 

values of organization or society, i. e., organizational 
actions are viewed with increased seriousness 

b. immediate organizational action is required 
3) qualitative changes 

a. demands previously met, but not currently being met are 
made on the organization 

b. new demands not previously made on the organization are 
made and temporarily accepted by the organization 

B. change in capability of the organization 
1) intra-organizational 

a. absence of personnel, especially key personnel 
b. absence of important equipment, material, or buildings 
c. absence of crucial information or records 

2) extra-organizational 
a. absence of personnel, especially key personnel 
b. absence of important equipment, material or bviildings 
c. absence of crucial information or records 

In this model the concept of stress is relegated to a position similar to the 

physician's use of the concept of illness. Illness refers to the state or condition 

of the organism and is said to exist when certain indicators are present, i. e., 
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symptom*. Thus, when changes in the normal functioning of the organism occur, 

for example, the presence of a rash, marked change in rate of breathing, etc., 

illness is said to bf3 present or the organism is said to be ill. The word "ill1' is 

used as a descriptive adjective, i. e., describing the state of the organism. 

When used, however, as a noun, for example, "illness is present, " confusion 

results as this implies that "a thing" is present. The connotation of the presence 

of a "thing" is unfortunate, as the concept clearly implies only a description of 

the state of the organism which is known only by certain observable indicators 

which reflect changes in the normal functioning of the organism. Similarly, 

organizational stress can be identified by certain observable indicators, i. e., 

changes in the interaction patterns, which occur as the organization attempts to 

cope with the changed relationship between organizational capability and demands. 

From these formulations, general as well as specific hypotheses were drawn. ^ 

The general hypothesis was that the greater the degree of organizational stress, 

the greater the change in the interaction patterns of the organization. A com¬ 

munity disaster occurs and immediately the demands placed on the community 

emergency organizations are increased. Certain of these demands will be seen 

by organizational incumbents who have developed a particular set of interaction 

patterns as legitimate responsibilities of the organization. Certain organizational 

equipment or personnel may have been rendered inoperable by the disaster. Thus, 

as the organization attempts to cope with the sudden changes in demands and 

organizational capability brought about by the disaster, certain changes in the 

interaction patterns of the organization may be anticipated. By comparing the 

interaction patterns of an organization before a disaster (Time one) with the 
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interaction pattern, during the emergency re.po... period (Tim. two,, the 

degree oí change can be obtained. 

Hence, by utilising the characteri.tic. of a maximum .tr... conditio», a 

•erie. of related hypothe... were developed, all of which partially deal, with ft. 

que.tion, "When will change in the interaction pattern, occur?" For example: 

Change in demands: 

'■ Pi'm°r' “'f* *he incre... in demand, i. unanticipated, the greater 
the degree of change in the interaction pattern.. * 

2- ]?'’T"°r8anllAtionai required to re.pond to the 
demand., th. greater the degree of change in the in'eractt* pattern.. 

Change in capability: 

1- 'h' ab**nce 0{ k'V intraorganizational per.onnel the 
greater the degree of change in ft. interaction pattern. 

2‘ ^.gru'nr^irg0.Cefti «3.?fte?,'0rg“°“1 
interaction pattern.” * ““ de*r" oi chaB8' '» ^ 

Assuming that change, in tte interactton pattern, do occur, ft. next logical 

que.tion wa. "When an organization i. ft a .„... .tat., wha, in ft. interaction 

pattern, of ft. organ,»,ion will changer' Wu.trativ. hypothe-,, deveioped were: 

1. A. the degree of organizational .tree, increa.e., organizational 

hig^ pnrioHÍ.i“CreMÍn8ly 1Ímit ie“VÍtte' ,0 ^ 

2' ^Äftion ftcírrincrea"-,h,i ra,e oi 

3' m^caÄn0f.M,taniai,l0nt1 *•>« "lodes of com- mumcation will ahift so as to increa.ingly maximize speed. 

War.doe. the interaction pattern change the way it does ?" Two major vari¬ 

able., both routed to ft. internal .tructur. of the organiza ion. might explain 
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much of the variation in changes in organisational interaction pattern«. Theae 

are the plans made prior to the emergency and the degree and nature of organi¬ 

zational strain that existed within the organization before the emergency. 

CerUin organizations have "disaster plans ' which specify in varying degrees 

of completeness the nature of an emergency organizational response. " i. e., an 

official policy as to what the interaction pat terns of the organization is suopozad 

-- be gt Tlmc Such P1*“ m*y pl»y *n important part in determining the 

nature of the interaction patterns at Time two. Illustrative hypotheses in this area 

were: 

1. The more disaster plans are in written form, the greater the 
influence of such plans on the interaction patterns at Time two, 

2. The more frequently disaster plans are rehearsed, the greater 
the influence of such plans on the interaction patterns at Time 
two. 

3. The greater the proportion of organizational incumbents who 
participate in rehearsals of disaster plans, the greater the 
influence of such plans on the interaction patterns at Time two. 

The second area of investigation which attempts to answer the question, 

Why do the interaction patterns of an organization change the way they do" can 

be stated as follows: The greater the degree of organizational strain between 

elements of an organization at Time one, the greater the amount of change in the 

interaction patterns at Time two. 

Organizational strain was previously defined simply as "discrepancies or in¬ 

consistencies between the internal structural elements of the organization. " Such 

inconsistencies may exist at various levels. The location of such change within 

the structure of the organization is thus clearly implied, i. e., the following 
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illustrative hypotheses are reUted to the question, "Why does change occur at 

this point in the organizational structure rather than at some other point?" 

1. The greater the degree of role conflict experienced by a particular 
position incumbent at Time one, the greater the degree of change 
in the interaction patterns at Time two. 

2. The higher the location of organizational strain in the organizational 
structure at Time one, the greater the degree of change in the 
interaction patterns at Time two. 

3. The greater the degree of dissensus as to priorities of organi¬ 
zational demands between any two position incumbents (or 
structural units such as departments) at Time one, the greater 
the degree of change in the interaction patterns at Time two. 

In very general terms, what we have just discussed, constituted the major 

elements of the theoretical model developed at DRC during the course of the first 

year of the research effort. The model defined key terms, postulated certain 

concepts and attempted to indicate the nature of the relationship between certain 

key elements. The model also allowed the generation of hypotheses in connection 

with three central questions: When will changes in the interaction patterns of an 

organization occur ? What in the interaction patterns will change ? And why do 

the interaction patterns change the way they do ? 

In the next section we discuss the physical setting of the laboratory in which 

we attempted to carry out simulation studies of organizations under stress, and 

where we made an effort to test certain hypotheses drawn from the theoretical 

model we had developed. 

The Physical Facilities 

The laboratory work was all carried on at one location. This has been at the 

Behavioral Sciences Laboratory (BSL) on the campus of Ohio State University. 
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Until December of 1967, the field staff of DRC was also housed in the same 

building, allowing an exceptional degree of integration of all DRC research. 

The Behavioral Sciences Laboratory, covering 5,655 sq. ft. of space, is one 

of the most flexible laboratories in the country, and at the time of its completion 

in 1964, almost unique in its facilities. The basic complex, surrounded by 

offices for faculty members, research assistants and transcribers, is composed 

of a conference room, a large central laboratory area, an L-shaped observation 

area, and four test cubicles. The diagram at the end of the chapter illustrates 

the complex. 

The regular equipment of the BSL includes two television cameras. One of 

the cameras is a standard G. E. studio camera which is generally used in the 

observation area behind the one window of clear glass. The other camera was 

especially designed and built for the BSL and is used at ceiling height on a rack 

which encircles the laboratory. Three television monitors are located in one 
* 

part of the observation deck. Provisions for videoUping can be arranged with 

WOSU-TV since the laboratory is connected by cable with the campus television 

station located about one mile away. Complete closed circuit television operation 

is also available throughout the BSL. 

All video and audio facilities are interconnected throughout the complex. This 

means that the central laboratory can be connected with any or all of the test 

cubicles and/or the conference room. A wide variety of combinations of inter¬ 

connections are thus possible. 

The central laboratory is designed in quadrants. Microphone and telephone 

inputs as well as light controls are specific to each of the four quarters of the 
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large room. Walnut panel* can be utilised to divide the laboratory Into smaller 

room*. There are 16 microphone and 16 telephone inputs - four of each in 

every one of the quadrant*. Overhead lighting is extremely flexible as well - 

each quadrant is equipped with four incandescent spot light and four fluorescent 

panels. The fluorescent panels have two illumination levels — the higher level 

being particularly appropriate for television recording. 

A total of 24 separate inputs can be accommodated on the large 24-track tape 

recorder built especially for the SSL. The recorder is housed in a separate 

room which serves as an office for transcribers. An extra long carriage type¬ 

writer is used to type the parallel recordings. 

The four test cubicles are arranged in pairs with one-way glass between 

them. The conference room can be divided in half as well. Each of the test 

cubicles as well as each half of the conference room is equipped with a television 

receiver. Microphone and telephone inputs are provided in all of the ancillary 

rooms in addition to overhead speakers which provide audio reception from any 

other room or area of the complex. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. A liât oí reports and monographs on the field studies is available upon 
request from the Disaster Research Center. 

2. For the actual original propoaal aee, Laboratory Simulation Studiea of 
Organlaatlonal Behavior Under Streee: A Reeearch Propoaal Submitted to 
Air Force Office of Scientific Reeearch, October 1963, (mimeographed). 

3. Among the few laboratory etudiea of organiaation. conducted were 

0,°.r.r-<*..« fi ."t T!"“C* ^ “'’P“»*- "Laboratory Experimente with 
Organlaatlone, in Amitai Etalonl. (Ed. ) Complex Or.anleaHon., A 

|H;olo,ic,l Reader (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wln.ton, 1961) pp. 464- 
478 Morrl. Zeldltch and William M. Evan, • Simulated Bureaucraciee: A 
Methodological Analyale, " in Harold Guetakow, (Ed), Simulation in Social 
Síisnçe, (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1962) pp. 48-60; frnea't G. Palola, 

Organisational Types and Role Strain: A Laboratory Study of Complex: 
n r U“PUbll8hed ^ D* Dotation, Urfiver.ity of Washington, 

1962; Oscar Grusky and Lindsey Churchill, "Experimental Studies of the 
Effects of Succession and Effectiveness: A Research Proposal" unpublished 
research proposal, Department of Sociology, University of California, Los 

OeiÜ!8*« mAbeYr i96* and E- Euke’ ,0n Economic Management of Large 
Organisations: A Laboratory Study, " Journal of Business of the Universitv 
of Chicago. V-31 (1958), pp. 280-292.^ ----1 

** ^Ä*;old Guet®kow» '' Joining Field and Laboratory Work in Disaster Research, 
? .* _ er and D- Chapman (ede. ), Man and Society in Disaster (New Ynric, 
Basic Books, 1962, pp. 337-354. —*- 

5. Ibid, p. 353. 

6. J. R. P. French, "Organised and Unorganised Groups Under Fear and 
rustration," Authority and Frustration. V-20 J944), pp. 229-308; 
radford Hudson, et. aL . An Experimental Study of Mass Fear (Houston: 

Rice Institute, 1954); S. Putney and M. Cadwallader, "An Experiment in 
vr V^!:aC*°a’ " Regearch Studies of the State College of Washington. 

-22 0954), 94-102; and A. F. Zander, Group Conditions and Reactions to 
(Research Center for Group Dynamics, 1955). 

7. Ba*owits, H. Penshy, S. J. Korchin and R. R. Grinker, Anxiety and 
^reaa» (New York: McGraw Hill, 1955) p. 7. -- 

8. An exception is Alvin Bertrand, "The Stress-Strain Element of Social 

420*963) ^1 *10**° °f Conflirt and Change, " Social Forces , 

J 
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9. Many of the following ideas and concepts about organizations are presented 
*n more detail in J. Eugene fiiae, Role Conception and Group Consensus 

, ft?Í'ÍmbU8; 0hÍO! Chi° State Univ*r«ity Bufeau of Business Research, 
1964) pp. 25-31. See also Elaine S. Hobart, "The Comparative Utility of 
the Rational and Natural System Models in Organizational Analysis, " 
unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Sociology, The Ohio State 
University, June 1964, pp. 5-11. 

10. Initially the term "performance structure" was used and to some extent it 
continued to be used in some of the later research. However, the awk¬ 
wardness of talking about a structure resulting from other structure led 
slowly to a substitution of the term "interaction patterns. " This had the 
additional advantage of better suggesting the fluid nature of the phenomena 
being analyzed and avoided the implicit reification in the word "structure. " 

11. Because of space limitations, examples of rather than all the hypotheses 
derived are presented. 
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Chapter II 

THE AD HOC SMALL GROUP STUDY 

The firet laboratory study conducted was a pilot study. It had two basic 

objectives. One was to give the DRC staff experience in using the facilities. 

This was readily accomplished and will not be further discussed in this report. 1 

The second objective was to gather preliminary data oa behavioral changes 

in small groups under high demand conditicns. The research design for this 

purpose is first described below. This is followed by a presentation of some of 

the major findings and the chapter ends with a general summary. Since none of 

this study has ever been presented in either published or unpublished form before, 

the discussion is more detailed than otherwise would be the case. 

The Research Design 

The design of this exploratory study was based upon the research model dis¬ 

cussed in the previous chapter. An operational problem was to translate the 

dimensions set forth in the model so that they were applic..ole to small groups. 

For this purpose, a rather simple design was conceived. 

It involved the formation of subgroups from a university class, with the 

membership of each group remaining the same throughout the academic quarter. 

Each subgroup (including from four to eight members) met once a week in the 

laboratory room to compose a ciitique of an assigned article pertinent to the 

subject matter of the course. All subjects were initially informed that one-third 

of each student's grade for the course would be determined by the quality of each 

group's collective product, but the instructor gave no feedback as to the quality 
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during ft, flr.t llx week, of m«ängt. „venth w,ek> ^ cUs< con_ 

fronted by a ...mingly bighiy irate profee.or. ... tongue-laebed the 

quality of the previou. eia week, of critique., but then gave each group the 

opportunity atone for it. .hurtcoming.. This involved reading a very naive 

v-ork and writing a three or four page critique in contra.t to the eugge.ted on. 

page critique in earlier ....ion.. The .tudent. were told thi. final critique would 

weigh much more heavily than all the other, in the determination of each group 

grad, for ft, cour... Thi. crique wa. written during the .„.nth meeting of 

each group. 

One additional meeting of each group wa. held after the high demand ....ion, 

». which „..mb.,, of the DRC laboratory .taff and to. cour., in.tructor were 

present. The nature and rational, for the .tody wa. outlined and to. .tudent. 

were generally debriefed. Student, were ...ured toa, while their academic work 

in toe laboratory .e..ion. would be used for grade purpo.e., it would not be 

weighed a. heavily a. they had been previously led to believe. Information al.o 

wa. obtained regardmg the perception of group member, about toe "reality" of 

the situation, how they .aw group interaction had proceeded, and to what extent 

there had been extra-labor.tory interaction by toe member, of each group. The 

.am. 8tody wa. rerun during two .ucce.ding academic quarter, allowing to. 

gathering of data from 18 separate groups. 

A ba.ic assumption of the de.ign wa. toa, it i, po..ibl. to conceive of all 

social grouping, from a dyad to total .ocie«.., a. being arranged on a continuum 

of structural complexity. The latter term refer, to to. extent of vertical and 

horizontal differentiation among to. po.iUon. within toe grouping. Dyad., .mall 
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groups, complex organizations, communities and societies would fall: i.i that 

order on an ascending scale of complexity. On this basis, all social groupings 

would have some general characteristics in common, and thus findings at one 

point, theoretically might be extrapolated to other groupings at different points 

on the scale. 

Certain crucial properties were incorporated into the research design in an 

attempt to raise the possibility of extrapolating the findings. These properties, 

as will be seen, are also important in themselves. They can be set forth in 

terms of three questions. 

1. Did we have real groups? According to Golen biewski, "Designation I" 

of the term small group has reference to the following: a small number of 

persons in relative interdependent status and role relations who "have an indi¬ 

genous set of values or norms which regulate the behavior of members at least 

in matters of concern to the group. " Apart from bringing already existing 

groups into a laboratory, Designation I characteristics most likely will be found 

in laboratory settings when ad hoc collectivities "are allowed to develop . , . 

in the course of extended interaction. " The weekly meetings over a period of 

six weeks we assumed and found to be sufficient for the development of such 

characteristics. Documentation of this point we shall discuss later in another 

context. 

2. Did we have real tasks? In addition to having real small groups, an 

attempt was made to face the groups with a "real" task, relevant to that particular 

part of the world significant to all the members. By making the task part of an 

actual, on-going university course and tying the group goal (grade on the reports) 
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to individual goals (grade in the course), a high degree of relevance was obtained. 

Even the most blase student who saw the whole thing as an experiment could not 

ignore the threat to his own goals. This was particularly important as the setting 

up of the high demand situation stretched the bounds of credibility for the more 

perceptive subjects, as expressed by one of them (speaking to the course instruc¬ 

tor): 

On Wednesday I turned to the fellow beside me and 
said, 'What's the matter with this guy?' I said that 
about you. Because I didn't, I thought that you were 
wrong. I thought you were incorrect. Your logic, 
your conclusion that we were doing lousy, I thought you 
were wrong about that, and it didn't make sense. And 
then I began to question this activity and then I decided 
right then and there after that class that this probably was 
an experiment. 

However, the task could not be discounted. Another student in the same class 

expressed the typical reaction: 

But, what I'm saying is that the, the dumb part of it was, 
you know, even with the group influence for one thing, even 
knowing, you know. Here again I knew it was an experiment 
but how much can you assume is an experiment? Like there 
still is a basic grade factor in there. Well, this was the big 
thing in my mind, you know. Is it going to be completely 
experiment or is it really going to be -- since we did lose 
a lot of the value otherwise, you know. It boiled down to your 
grade value being the paramount factor in your mind. 

3. Did we have a high demand situation? Creation of a high demand situ¬ 

ation is closely related to relevance. If a task is not relevant to the group 

members, a demand for different behavior is not likely to elicit an adaptive 

response. In this case furthermore, the instructor's demand for a longer report 

of better quality on a much larger assignment was considered legitimate, although 

largely illogical and unjustified. Legitimacy, of course, was based upon the 
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instructor’s authority to conduct his course as he wanted and the power inherent 

in the grading process. Having the instructor give no feedback as to quality 

during the earlier sessions was intended to avoid problems in connection with the 

blanket negative evaluation of all the previous reports as "less than mediocre, " 

and to justify giving the groups an opportunity to redeem themselves by an all out 

performance on a larger assignment. 

This did have the effect of creating varying levels of anxiety among the students 

as they tried to evaluate their reports during the earlier sessions. The presen¬ 

tation of the final assignment also generated considerable anxiety as might be 

expected of a maximum high demand situation. This procedure did raise serious 

ethical problems, for it is difficult to defend creating very high levels of anxiety 

for laboratory purposes without the subjects' permission but such permission, 

of course, would seriously hamper the creation of high levels of anxiety. 4 

However, it can be said and will also be further documented later in another con¬ 

text, that we did create a high demand situation. 

The data gathered consisted primarily of transcripts of the recorded verbal 

interaction of the series of initially leaderless small groups meeting in the 

laboratory. In addition there were copies of the weekly group "product, a set 

of completed quejtionnaires which were designed to tap perceptions of the inter¬ 

action process in each group and transcripts of the final "debriefing" sessions 

with the laboratory staff. Some observational notes were made, but they were 

not obtained in a systematic fashion and at best were anecdotal items. 
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Th« exploratory nature oí this study precluded the formation of hypotheses 

Other than a very general one: if a group is confronted with a sudden, unprece¬ 

dented high demand situation, there will be adaptive changes in it. patterned 

interaction.. No attempt was mad. to predict direction or types of changes. 

There are two major assumption, regarding patterned interaction, that were 

basic to our analysis. On, is based on extensive research on small group, and 

is the view that over time a group will develop particular norm, governing certain 

aspect, of the behavior of group members. The work of Bales. Strodtbeck, 

Sherif, Hare and others, all indicate there is a tendency for group structure 

(usually the status relationships) to develop in phases, ffe assumed that our 

group, went through certain phases or stages with an eventual relative stabili- 

zation of the patterned interaction«. 5 

How soon stability is reached and how stable it is will depend upon the degree 

of group consensus on the status relationships. Moreover, a. Hare points out, 

"Some group, never solve the problem to everyone's satisfaction, i. e., never 

develop perfect consensu, with respect to the ranking system. Groups with 

low consensus go through repeated crises. "6 It might be suggested here that 

what some researchers see as a continuing unstable situation might be viewed 

simply as the group's stable method of operation. Perhaps an equalitarian. 

"everyone-ha.-a-right-to-contribute" structure is normative for that group. 

At any rate, the basic assumption we used was the fairly well empirically grounded 

one that phase development over time results in relatively stable patterned inter¬ 

actions by about the fourth meeting of an initially leaderless discussion group. 
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Therefore, for our "normal" session, we took the latest of th «jo* cne latest of the group meetings at 

which all of the members were nr»n*nt 4v 
»ere pre.ent and the ta.k wa. comparable to the other.. 

Whether thi. wa. the fourth, fifth, or .ixth .„.ion. d.ci.iou. regarding iden«. 

fiction of established pattern, were checked against the other two of the la„ 

three sessions to increase validity. 

The .econd major as.umption regarding patterned interaction, i. tea, the 

«lernen, of ta.k i. centra, to the characteristic, of that pattern. This assumption 

U ba.ed on a less systematic set of findings, hut finding, which seem strong,y 

supportive, nevertheless. 7 The failure of eariy research on personal leadership 

traits led to attempt, to identify difference, among situation, which result in 

difference, in trait, necessary for leadership in those situations. Task repre¬ 

sented a convenient dimension of the total situation upon which to focus. Although 

this approach did little to advance the effort, to identify leadership traits, it did 

lead to studies of task-leadership relation, and from th, results of these. 1, 

seem, that "there may he .families, of ta.k. (and situations, with independent 

leadership requirements...8 If thi. is so. then it seem, plausible to assume that 

the structural characteristic, o, a task-oriented group will be strongly tied to the 

requirement, of task performance. 1, would be expected, for example, tha, the 

.ta,u. structure in our group, would tend to elevate „ prominence members 

having resource, pertinent to task accomplishment, e. g.. knowledge of the 

subject matter, verbal ability, maturity, „c. E.ement, of the patterned inter¬ 

action. specific to ta.k accomplishment, i. e.. status relationships, communi¬ 

cation chains, line, of authority, etc, were grouped in our analysis under the 

rubric et*le of ta.k performance. Because i, is necessary for our analysis to 
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order or categorize the groupa according to their differing patterned interactions 

and since style of task performance by definition is a crucial component of those 

interactions, we focused on such styles to attempt to provide a basis for 

categorization. 

Categorization or ordering of groups 

Style of task performance. Style refers to a particular, distinctive, or 

characteristic manner of action. In this analysis we attached labels to styles of 

task performance in an attempt to capture the essence of the "manner of action" 

of a group as it worked to produce the final product, i, e., a written critique of 

a particular assigned article. For our purposes, then, we constructed two ideal 

types which represented the extremes in style. On the one hand was a style which 

we labeled autocratic, conveying the notion of unlimited one-person influence. 

The other extreme we labeled egalitarian, conveying the notion that all group 

members shared equally in influence upon the product. An autocratic group style 

had all of the following characteristics: 

1. One member contribution of ideas. 
2. The same member selecting ideas to be included in the report. 
3. The same member composing the report. 
4. No group normative requirement of group consensus on report 

content or composition. 

A completely egalitarian group style was characterized by: 

1. Each member equally contributing ideas. 
2. Each member having some of his ideas incorporated into the 

report. 
3. Group composition of the wording of the report, 
4. A strong group normative requirement that consensus on both 

content and composition must be reached among all members. 
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In ranking the group style of task performance, a number of knotty problems 

arose. We had real groups, not ideal type ones. Consequently, certain arbi¬ 

trary decisions as to categorization had to be made. 

Keeping this in mind, we could list the 18 groups in rank order on the* basis 

of their style of task performance, moving from tha most autocratic to the most 

egalitarian. It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss the configuration of 

characteristics which determined the placement of each group. Although there 

could be considerable debate as to the specific rank of one group above one or 

two others, the total ranking should represent an order against which other 

variables can be compared. 

Effectiveness in task performance. One such variable particularly pertinent 

to our overall research effort is that of effectiveness in task performance. We 

assume that the varying effectiveness of the patterned interactions in accomplish¬ 

ing tasks in normal times certaialy is crucial to effectiveness of performance 

under high demand. In addition, considerable research on effectiveness in task 

performance of cooperative vs. competitive groups has resulted in varying 

(and often opposite) findings. The autocratic-egalitarian dimension thus seemed 

to be an important intervening variable in the relation between cooperation and 

effectiveness. 

For purposes of this analysis, effectiveness was defined very narrowly: it 

referred to the group's ability to produce a finished product. It did not include 

ability to discuss fruitfully, any value judgment as to quality of final product nor 

any evaluation of length of that product. Operationally, effectiveness was 

measured by the relative amount of time spent in activity specific to the task; 
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activity which resulted in a sheet of paper with a report and the name, of the 

group member, affixed. To the group this represented a task accomplished and 

for the purposes of this analysis the group's definition was used. 

Table 1 shows the 18 groups ranked with relation to their relative autocratic- 

egalitarian characteristics. 

AAÜJL& 1 

ranking of groups according to autocratic 
STYLE AND EFFECTIVENESS 

Group 

Spring 1 
Summer 7 
Summer 6 
Autumn 5 
Spring 
Summer 
Autumn 
Summer 
Spring 
Autumn 
Autumn 
Autumn 
Autumn 
Autumn 
Summer 
Summer 
Spring 

Auto-Egal Style 

2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
7 
4 
1 
6 
3 
5 
4 
3 

Summer 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Effectdvenei 

7 
13 

5 
4 
1 
2 
3 

12 
11 
16 
10 

9 
18 
17 
6 
8 

15 
14 

The most autocratic is ranked as No. 1; the most egalitarian as No. 18. 

Also shown is the g-oup ranking as to effectiveness; the relative proportion of 

time spent in activity specific to accomplishment of the task. The most effective 

group (spent least time on task) is ranked No. 1; the least effective No. 18. 
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The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the two group characteristics 

\style and effectiveness) was . 51, which is significant at the . 025 level. Thus, 

effectiveness showed a low, but significant correlation with style of task perfor¬ 

mance as we defined the terms. 

The high demand situation 

Changes in the patterned interactions. With the introduction of the high 

demand situation, numerous changes in the interaction patterns of most of the 

groups did occur. In terms of style of task performance, the general trend was 

in the direction of increased autocratic control, although there are exceptions. 

Table 2 indicates the direction of changes according to autocratic-egalitarian 

(A-E) ranking. 

Group 

Spring 1 
Summer 7 
Summer 6 
Autumn 5 
Spring 2 
Summer 2 
Autumn 2 
Summer 3 
Spring 4 
Autumn 5 
Autumn 4 
Autumn 1 
Autumn 6 
Autumn 3 
Summer 5 
Summer 4 
Spring 3 
Summer 1 

TABLE 2 

CHANGES IN STYLE OF TASK PERFORMANCE 
(ACCORDING TO A UTO-EGAL RANK) 

A-E 
Rank 

Effectiveness A-E EffecKveness 
_^ank_Change Change 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

7 
13 

5 
4 
1 
2 
3 

12 
11 
16 
10 

9 
18 
17 
6 
8 

15 
14 

0 0 
? (divided) 0 
o 0 
• mm m 

+ 0 
++ 

++ ++ 
+ 0 

++ + 

m mm 

+ + 

++ 0 
? (divided) 
? (divided) + 
+ 0 
0 (met outside) 0 
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The pattern.1; of Auto-Egal change become clearer when the groupa are Hated 

according to effecövenea. ranking, aa in Table 3. Aa in all aituationa, group, in 

» high demand aituation draw on prior experience in adapting ongoing patterned 

interaction, to meet the changed demanda. Concerning dUaatera, Dynea haa 

noted: 

. . . Such events present both the individual and the 
community with new and unfamiliar tasks to accomplish 
under difficult and threatening conditions. What people 
have learned about social life previously is not suddenly 
discarded as a result of such events. 9 

With the demand for greater quantity, rffectiveness became of prime importance. 

Evaluation of previous effectiveness and identification of those factors in perfor¬ 

mance style which inhibited effectiveness led to the reduction in priority value 

of such factors. Dyrjs also points out chat behavior in disaster situations U 

related to a system of value priorities specific to the demands of the changed 

situation: 

. . . certain norms become more crucial in that behavior 
which is directly related to high priority values is posi¬ 
tively sanctioned, while behavior related to lower priority 
values is considered inappropriate. 10 

TABLE 3 

CHANGES IN STYLE OF TASK PERFORMANCE 
(ACCORDING TO EFFECTIVENESS RANK) 

Group 

Spring 2 
Summer 2 
Autumn 2 
Autumn 5 
Summer 6 
Summer 5 

Effectiveness A-E 
_ Rank _Rank 

1 5 
2 6 
3 7 
4 4 
5 3 
6 15 

A-E Effectiveness 
Change-Change 

+ 0 
++ 

0 0 
? (divided) 0 
? (divided) 
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Spring 1 y 
Summer 4 g 
Autumn 1 9 
Autumn 4 ] 0 
Spring 4 11 
Summer 3 12 
Summer 7 13 
Summer 1 14 
Spring 3 15 
Autumn 7 16 
Autumn 3 17 
Autumn 6 1 g 

1 
16 
12 
11 

9 
8 
2 

18 
17 
10 
14 
13 

? (divided) + 
•» • 

++ + 

+ 0 
++ ++ 

0 0 
0 (met outside) 0 
+ 0 

++ 0 
+ + 

■n.at th. demand for a more lengthy product as.umed top priority in moat 

group, appear, evident from Table 3. Four group, abandoned all p,.,,„,e with 

relation to the product being th. re.ult of group di.cu.alon, and entered the final 

session with product, written outside the ses.ion in accordance with an agreed 

upon plan (Summer no.. 4. 5. 6. 7). Of th. other., the general trend toward auto- 

cratic control holds within it the lower priority attached to value, with regard to 

discussion, conflict and consensus. In the debriefing sessions subject, repeatedly 

expressed their frustration at the muzzling of discussion and disagreement in the 

interests of turning out the longer product. Where dyadic conflict existed, either 

one-half of the dyad became almost nonparticipant, or as in one case: "We just 

sat them in a corner to argue while we went on with getting the ideas written 

down. '• Where the consensus norm was perceived as endangering group pro¬ 

duction, communication of the content of the product was frequently curtailed by 
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those in control, and in some cases the group itself avoided exposure to such com 

munication in order to avoid disagreement. 

In addition, the conflicting requirements of high quality vs. high quantity 

nded to be resolved in the direction of quantity. This was nrely consciously 

expressed, but in the effort to produce a longer report, questions of quality 

appeared to be devalued. If there were doubts about previous quality, concern 

for high quality would demand a critical appraisal of the developing product: In 

group activity this would require at the least a reading of the product and, more 

likely, lengthy discussion of both the ideas and the manner of expression of ideas 

in the report. Such a procedure would be a serious hindrance in the production 

of a longer report. Interestingly, when questioned, those groups whose reports 

feU considerably short of the requested "four or five" pages indicated they felt 

that if the reports were good" the professor would not be concerned about 

length. Such conclusions, however, were ex post facto and not observable during 

the high demand sessions. 

Changes in effectiveness. Effectiveness of style of task performance was 

defined relatively in terms of the proportion of time spent on activity specific to 

task accomplishment. Thus, decreased effectiveness indicates a higher 

proportion of group time spent on the task and increased effectiveness, a 

lower proportion of group time spent on the task. The definition becomes awk¬ 

ward in dealing with the high demand data, since it obscures effectiveness in the 

sense of being able (or not able) to produce higher quality or quantity in the 

reports. At the same time, the conflict noted above between the type of activity 

required to fulfill the request for quality and the type of activity required to fulfill 
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th. request for quantity increase, ft. problem of measurement and is an addi¬ 

tional argument for not including these factor, in th. definition of effectiveness. 

Analysis of th. data in Table 3 indicate, that, on th. whole, change, in style 

of task performance in the direction of increased autocracy correspond to th. 

group's abiUty to maintain or increase effectiveness of task performance. At 

the same time changes toward a more egalitarian style correspond to decreased 

effectiveness. This finding relates logically with that from Table 1 regarding the 

correlation between autocratic style and effectiveness. To elaborate: If we 

assume that the more autocratic th. style of task performance, the more effective 

it will be in terms of task accomplishment, then we may also assume that the 

group Will perceive that those norms which tend toward egalitarianism interfere 

with effectiveness. Based upon such an evaluation, adaptation to a high demand 

situation will result in the assigning of lower priorities to egalitarian norms, 

bringing about a more autocratic structure, thus holding stable or increasing 

the effectiveness of task performance. 

General Summary^ 

Small groups in general 

Development of patterned interaction. As was expected from numerous other 

studies, each of the 18 groups developed over tíme patterned interactions specific 

to that group. General societal norms and subgroup norms are brought into the 

group situation by the members of the group. These are the primary bases for 

interaction during the early, tentative contacts. With increased contact, new 

patterns of interaction begin to evolve which become normative for that group, 

and which account for the stability and reliability in the structures of anticipation 
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and expectation upon which group activity proceeds. 

sqrle of ta.k performance. It ia oop contention that, given a task that ia 

relevant to the aubjecta. a taak-oriented group will develop patterned interactione 

that have aa their core the norma developed to accompli,!, the ta.k. Theae norm, 

determine the behavioral expectation, tor ta.k accompli.hment which we have 

aubaumed under the term stjrle. of ta.k performance. Our finding, in the pre.ent 

atudy tended to confirm thi. contention. In other word., the evolved atyl. of 

taak performance i. determinative with regard to the configuration of pattern. 

of behavior that make up the total patterned interaction. Thia contention haa 

some important ramifications: 

1. Task-oriented groupa will develop patterned interactions 
based upon a different set of values than, for example, theraoy 
groups or friendship groups. Thus, great care should be 
taken in extrapolating results from groups having one type 
of purpose to those having another. 

2. Within task-oriented groups the patterned interactiono 
developed will vary greatly with variation in the nature 
of the task; results obtained using one type of task (e. g., 
solving puzzles) cannot with impunity be expected to hold 
for all types of tasks (e. g., assembling boxes). 

3. Among task-oriented groups given the same task, the unique 
style of task performance will affect an indefinite number 
of other variables, such as efficiency, effectiveness, quality, 
satisfaction, etc. Therefore, experiments dealing with 
groups, cooperative vs. competitive, authoritarian vs. demo¬ 
cratic, leader centered vs, group centered, etc., must deal 
with style as an intervening variable. To be explicit, any 
set of cooperative," "democratic" oi^group centered" groups 
may show a comparable range of ' itocratic-egalitarian styles 
shown by the groups in the present tudy, with an accom¬ 
panying influence upon the variables being measured. 

Phase development. The evolution of the set of normatively-based patterns 

of interaction of a group can be viewed as developing in phases. It is unfortunate 
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that in thi. study, recording of verbal behavior in the developing stage, of the 

spring and summer groups was in a form which rendered it unusable for a detailed 

study of phase development. However, several comments may be made: 

1. Phase development over time tended to follow the general 

fn ttV ienc'tÍrt LOUtlined' ,WÍth eaCh gr0Up ''“V*»* « expected 
nâ».,1 ^ °r number oi meetings before a stable 
pattern of behavior was established. Also there were grouo, 

romnl eiten?pU'‘'d Hare's point regarding groups which do not 
complete all phases of development and which never develop 
sufficient consensus for a stable structure. P 

2. 
L u fí,8 necessary t0 be more specific as to the nature of 

. ‘ P*tter™ of interaction" which are the final outcome 

trrme , !V. Pm'n,‘ T° *U pha8e development in 
bíirñu ib8 . S^uggle would 8eem ‘o reflect an unfortunate 

traLn f nr™ °f 8ma11 grOUP8' A" 
Dort°í/'0n¡ h< D?C 8tUdy °f oross-cultural interaction re- 
A four man h P‘er’ ^ ^ “derstanding of the point. 

four man discussion group of one American and three 
persons from cultures other than the U. S. evidenced a 
dyadic interaction relationship between the American and 
an Indian which appeared to involve status conflict of a 
nature bordering on personal aggression. That the American's 
perception of the relationship agreed with this view was 

a P08t 8e83ion interview. However, the interview 
with the Indian participant revealed that his perception of his 
interaction with the American was that of a friendly, lively 
discussion marked by considerable agreement between the 
two* 

The cultural bias evident in interpretation of the above rela¬ 
tionship is also evident in those studies which view the phases 
of development of small groups as stages in the establish¬ 
ment of a hierarchical status structure. There are strong 
alues and norms in the general society and certain subgroups 

that play against those involved in the seeking of dominance 
nd power. In addition, the assumption that absence of a 

hierarchical status structure constitutes absence of a stable 
interaction pattern (and therefore a continuing struggle for 
status) compounds the myopia originally induced by the bias. 
It would seem more fruitful to consider status struggle as one 
of the possibie explanatory factors in the developing relation¬ 
ship with alternate and concomitant factors studied for a more 
complete analysis of phase development. If so, a stable inter¬ 
action pattern would be defined in terms of the predictability 
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of the pattern rather than the emergence of a hierarchical 
statue structure. 

3. In Ught of the above arguments, perhaps studies of phase 
development should focus on the group's "method of 
operation": Kow it goes about doing what it is supposed 
to do, and more importantly, a more generalized conception 
of phases with regard to the development of that method of 
operation. Although such an approach may prove of value 
primarily for task-oriented groups, it might also aid develop¬ 
ment of a basis for categorization of groups in general. In 
addition, focus on the developed method of operation could 
form the basis for orderly studies of group change: The 
probability, extent, direction and relative permanence of 
mutations in the patterned interactions. 

Group response to high demand 

Adaptations in patterned interactions. Just as each group develops a unique 

pattern of interaction, the specific adaptive response to a high demand situation 

was unique to each group. Even the three groups that divided the assignment 

evidenced quite different approaches to the compilation of the segments of the 

report. The essence of the general trends, however, can be related in large part 

to the conceptualization of style of task performance and effectiveness presented 

earlier. 

1. Trend toward more autocratic style: Under high demand, the 
groups showed a strong tendency to accept greater one-person 
control of the group product. 

2. The less effective the style of task performance under normal 
conditions, the more likely a group is to become more auto¬ 
cratic under high demand. 

3. The bases for these trends appeared to include: 
(a) Group assessment of effectiveness in normal conditions. 
(b) The assignment of priorities to the norms and values which 

determine the group's normal performance, with high 
priority given to those which facilitate effectiveness, and 
conversely lower priority to those which inhibit effectiveness. 
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(c) The priority system itself is normative, therefore 
group sanctions will become operative when there is 
violation of the priority system. 

The_decisive individual. The trend toward more autocratic control appeared 

to focus on the decisive individual; where and whether individual decisiveness 

will occur will be relatively unique to the group, task and total situation. Our 

analysis suggests that; 

1. Where there is more than one decisive person, previous status 
will usually determine which one will take over. 

2. Where previous autocratic status is based primarily on charac¬ 
teristics other than task expertise, autocratic control is more 
likely to be lost in high demand situations. 

3. When the anticipated decisive person fails to assume this 
position, the group tends to "disintegrate" as a functioning 
group. 

Adaptations and effectiveness. Those groups which become more autocratic 

under high demand have the highest probability of maintaining or increasing 

effectiveness of task performance in that situation. 

Given the fact that this piece of research was primarily conceived of as a 

pilot study, considerable more substantive results and implications were obtained 

than were anticipated. Nevertheless, however value this research turned out to 

be — and it must be remembered the systematic analysis of the data reported 

above took place after several other studies had been conducted -- the study 

focused on ad hoc_ small groups. It did not center on functioning organizations, 

our major interest, although the findings clearly have implications for the func¬ 

tioning of larger entities. The first DRC realistic simulation study of an organi¬ 

zational entity was the next undertaking and is reported on in the next chapter. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. However, it is our hope one day to codify certain aspects of the learning 
process the DRC staff underwent, since such a compilation would provide 
many insights and useful suggestions for anyone initiating laboratory 
research of the kind we undertook. 

2. Robert Golembiewski, The Small Group (Chicago: University of Chicago, 
1962), p. 35. 

3. Ibid, p. 47. 

4. For a discussion of some of the ethical questions involved that concerned 
the DRC staff, see Thomas E. Drabek and J. Eugene Haas, "Realism in 
Laboratory Simulation: Myth or Method?", Social Forces . Vol. 45. 
No. 3, March 1967. 

5. For a discussion of small group research dealing with this point, see 
A. Paul Hare, Handbook of Small Group Research (New York: The Free 
Press, 1962), p. 106. 

6. Ibid. 

7. For an extensive discussion of this point, see Golembiewski, op. cit., 
pp. 181-193 and pp. 200-204. 

8. Ibid., p. 202. 

9. Russell R. Dynes, Organized Behavior in Disaster: Analysis and Con- 
ceptualization (Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University, College of 
Administrative Science) Chapter 3, (in press). 

10. Ibid. 

11. The summary here goes somewhat beyond the more selected findings 
reported in the previous section. Instead this is a summary of all the 
findings of the ad hoc small group study. 
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THE REALISTIC SIMULATION 
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GROUP STUDY 

Th. m.jor J-hor.tory r.<earch conducted 
wring me Whole course of the 

project was a simulation of an alrMH„ / 
already functioning group. Actually, three dif. 

.rrrwere invoived ‘ince ^ —- -—- 
-a the radio diepe.ch.ng root* of e ntetropo.itan police deportment. Con- 

aequently, this wae an examination of actual organizational co 
g mzatl°nal components differinc 

both in complexity and eatabU.hed atructur, from the .mall ad ho 
a. ,, small ad hoc groups ini- 
Hally Studied, and di.cu.sed in the pr.viou. chapter Th 

r us chapter. These parts of an existing 
organization were also subjected to a hi u -i 

high demand situation. However, this 
research dealt not only with th* j . 

patterned interactions looked at in the small 

group study but utilized most of th* 
Of the dimenaton. of ft. theoretical model of organi- 

national stress described earlier. 

*••0 initial part of fti. chapter de.cr.he. ft. methodology used in simulating 

an actual, func,toning group. Th. chapter conclude, with a selective presentation 

findings from ft,, pabular study. A more detailed analysis of ft. data 

still in process and will ev«nfi.-n u i 
eventually be reported elsewhere. 1 

18 

uve 

The Methodology 

Aft'r ^ PÜOt combination wift an inten.i 

••arch of ft. relevant literaftre. a laboratory m.ftod was devised which appeared 

co ...... considerable potential for organizational research. This was designated 

y the DRC laboratory staff as nr*aHo« 
y « realistic simulation. " While 

method, it did differ substantially from 

2 
searchers. 

not a totally new 

many simulation studies by other re- 
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In essence, lhe method requires that: (1) a functioning group, (2) whose 

members are not aware that they are in a controlled situation, be (3) assigned 

tasks identical to those normally encountered, (4) in a familiar physical setting, 

as well as (5) a social context similar to that with which the organisation or one 

of its maj' - components normally interacts. 

Select!. A an organizational unit for simulation was not an easy decision to 

make. After reviewing and rejecting a number of possibilities the DRC staff 

chose the communication system of a metropolitan police department. In actual 

fact, this meant the three work shifts of four persons each that operated the 

radio dispatching room of the department. The following were among the more 

positive reasons for this choice: 

1. fhe dispatching unit occupies a crucial position in any police organi¬ 
zation, and in the event of a community stress situation, the functions 
performed by this group are highly significant, not only for the organi¬ 
zation, but for the entire community as an information processing center. 

2. The tasks of the members of the work group are almost entirely verbal 
m nature; that which is not verbal assumes written form. 

3. Analysis of group activity is facilitated in that a total recording of all 
verbal and other overt behavior could be made in the laboratory without 
interfering in any way with the ongoing actions of the group. 

4. In terms of the physical setting, all incoming information from the out¬ 
side world reaches the work group either through radio, telephone or 
intercom -- mechanical means readily reproduced in the laboratory. 

5. Because of this kind of isolation of . ? social unit, variations in demands 
on the group could be relatively easi..y manipulated. 

6. The communication system involved is relatively closed allowing for 
almost complete simulation in a laboratory setting. 

?. ^a8t» but not least, a DRC field team doing research on the Indianapolis 
Coliseum explosion had studied that city's police department and had 
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obtained a recording of all it. radio communication, during the 
di...t.r; the po.eibility of a parallel laboratory etudy to"h. field 
study clearly suggested itself. y y ne Held 

All three work ehift. from the police di.patching room participated in three 

....Ion. in the laboratory, during which communication activity wa. identical to 

what the group, normally experienced in their actual radio room in the downtown 

police headquarters. These ....¡on, were followed by a "stress” session in 

which demand, on the communication system were markedly changed through a 

simulated crash of a large jet aircraft into an apartment house complex in the 

city. AU twelve ....ion. were about two hour, in length. To prevent discussions 

of ft, laboratory activity between shifts. aU ...sion, were run on ft. same day. 

i. e.. shift, received identical "exposure." on the .ame days. 

However, before such session, could actuaUy be run a tremendous amount of 

preparatory work had to be done. In ..sence, almost everything had to be simu¬ 

lated if ft. five characteristic, of a realistic simulation noted earUer. were to 

be present. Some of the preparation, undertaken wiU now be briefly discussed. 

After permission and cooperation had been obtained from the local poUce. 

systematic field ob.ervation. were carried on in the actual radio room of ft. 

department, and recordings were made of communications received and trans¬ 

mitted. The., ob.ervation. aUowod the DRC laboratory staff to become familiar 

"ith the phy,lcal ,ayont 0{ the radIo roomi procedures followed_ jargon u3ed_ 

record, kept, and so on. Particular attention was paid to the basic communi¬ 

cation flow between the radio room work staff (consisting of two complaint clerks 

one dispatcher, and one sergeant) and the police radio cruisers, as well as the 

telephone call, from private citu.ns and others. 3 
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U.ing the** ob.„v.tio„. ». » guide. ». much of lc£uil phy.lcal ,,yout 

a. po..iMc reproduced in the labor»,ory. Wh», w». .„ up u indlcited 

Figures I »nd IA. The reproducUon oí ft, radio room £er «_ w», rei»tively 

-impie, bu, fter, were some major problem, in .imula,ing ft. communicion 

flow from the outside. 

For fti. purpose, pro thing, had ,o be done. One. a number of ÛKC .ft,, 

member, were trained ,o play ft, rol. o, variou, uni,, and organisation., in aU 

19 simulator, were trained ,lv, t0 simuIate poUce crui.„ operators_ eIeven 

to simulate telephone caller., and ftre, to ac, a. „ ft,y were per.onnel in organi- 

sarton. other than the police department. The .imulator. were not only re¬ 

hearsed but were provided with "call card." giving in,ormation on the nature o, 

the call, they were to make a. well a. background information to allow them to 

carry cn "ad lib" conversations. 

The .econd major thing don. wa. ft. preparation o, a master .crip, or 

-cenario detailing all ft, .all. and contact, mo.t o, ft. .imulator. were to make 

with each police work group ft,, wa. going to appear at.. in the laboratory. 

Ihe rate, and nature, o, ft, „mulatcd call for normal ....ion. were mad. to 

correspond a. cicely a. pc.ible to ft. pattern o, actual call, a radio room 

work ,hift would receive in a given period of day on a certain day o, the week 

(the time .elected wa. a Friday night from 8 to 10 p. m.,. Thu., ft. 594 norma. 

-...ion call, prepared for ft, .imulatlon were adjusted to actual pattern, ft ft, 

city for type o, incident, day o, the week, «me of ft. day, .« of caller, and 

geographical location. 
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For the «tree« eeeeion 990 calls were also prepared. Sequencing of calls 

for this session was based on a master script which listed certain events as 

they were to occur, e. g., 8:15 p. m. -- a jet plane with 151 passengers and crew 

crashed into a large apartment house complex; 8:26 — (cruiser at scene, 

excited) "This damn thing just exploded! Some of our officers and some firemen 

have been hurt. 8:36 — (Wagon at Riverside Hospital) "Riverside is full, send 

victims elsewhere. " In this way calls were sequenced to coincide with the appro¬ 

priate events. These events were to be indirectly communicated to officers in 

the laboratory by cruiser simulators and callers, e. g., at 8:27 several callers 

opened with, "I just heard on T. V. about the plane crash, do you need blood 

donors ?" 

After all these preparations, the sessions were run. There is a crucial 

question: Did the DRC laboratory staff have a realistic simulation? The answer 

is, yes. 

First, and perhaps most important, existing groups with a history were 

used. Group behavior was guided by already established set of norms and definite 

interpersonal expectations. In debriefing sessions and interviews conducted 

after the simulation, shift members noted that they thought of themselves as a 

tearr^ e. g., each knew what the others would do in a variety of situations. As 

one of them verbalized it: 

• • . it seems like we get more done in an emergency or a 
catastrophe like this because of it -- I'll know what T 's 
going to do, it seems like, and he'll know what I'm going 
to do, and P_knows what we're both doing. 
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No* only had all o£ the offlc.r. worked together for a prolonged period of 

"“‘e; ü'”7 ”P*Cted the *ro“P» *° remain intaot for a relatively indefinite 

time, dearly these were groups with both a collective past and future. 

Second, the police officers involved did know that it was no. an actual radio 

room operation, i. e., that they were not receiving calls from actual citizens 

malting real complaint., etc. However, non, of ft. shift, knew they were par«, 

cipating in a simulation. They had followed f„ order, of supervisor, who had told 

them little more than to report to the DRC laboratory and to "behave a. if an, 

were the real thing and you were downtown. " 

Debriefing ....ion. revealed that the group member, had reached three 

conclusion, about wha, they were doing in ,h, laboratory. Many had decided that 

were being run for equipment to be used in a new radio room. Since plana 

for a new police facility in the city were in the "discussion stage" at die time of 

the study, this was a very logical possibility. Some officer, decided that a new 

type of civil service examination was being conducted or tested. A few though, 

that further promotion, might be based on the adequacy of their behavior in the 

laboratory. Other officers suspected that a new training device was being tested. 

The significant point is that all of die participants gave the simulation some type 

of social definition otter than wha. it was. Thus, new sets of norms (i. e., 

"experiment norms") were not imposed, eince the subject, were no. aware of the 

kind of controlled setting they were in. 

Realisttc tasks were given. Th, different shift, carried them out, for 

example, using data forms identical to those used daily. The pattern of simu¬ 

lated call, was quit, similar to wha. the system normally experienced during the 

time simulated. 
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In operation, the behavior of the laboratory group waa as identical to its 

actual counterpart as could be imagined. This conclusion was based on a variety 

of data: (1) direct observations of the laboratory sessions, (2) detailed review 

of video recordings, (3) analysis of transcripts of the 24 track audio recordings, 

(4) extensive group debriefing sessions and (5) direct observations of the actual 

police radio room in operation. The conclusion reached, similar to that of the 

police participants was that the behavior observed in the laboratory during normal 

and stress sessions was what would have been observed in the actual police radio 

room if the same events had been reported there. 

In preparing the physical setting, only minor modifications had to be made 

in equipment and layout. In debriefing sessions, the group members said they 

could not see any crucial ways in which the simulated equipment altered their 

normal work patterns. The DRC laboratory staff felt that there was a very 

subtle relationship between the work patterns and the physical equipment, and 

detected slight alterationn in behavior that might have been a consequence of thut. 

In the main, however, the different shifts did appear to work in what they re¬ 

garded as a familiar physical setting. 

A meaningful social situation was also created. Much effort had been put 

into developing realistic telephone calls and radio exchanges. The police officers 

involved seemed to believe this was successful. As one of them said, "I think 

it was realistic right down the line. I mean the people at the other ends of the 

lines were real convincing. " 

The item mentioned most frequently was the simulator's ability to interact 

"meaningfully. " 
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I think what made thia actually so realistic to me was 

Bar "we ^ UP ^ 8ay thlS Wag Finni8an's ’ Bar. We got, we have a fight going on here. So you 
know, you say, 'Well where's Finnigan's at?'— and 

some^r ÍÍ!f °n F0Urth Strect' north oi First or 
omething like this. I mean they know where it is at 

8tr®f>f*ery! Ya' 1 a8ked where the 
street s at. This is something I'll do once in a while 
if I m not too familiar with the street, maybe it's a 

0£t°wn or »»"’«Mng. I'll aak them where 

«vêrVthin» erw “ 8eí UP' rUn OVer and ch'ck “»P* “d everything. We can have a car on the way by the time 
you can look i, up. So I'll aek eome of thl people where 

s.:rr:„-:r ":.w- - *• ---- 
A related factor wa. the larger eot ial conte« in which theee work group, 

usually operate. Every .hif, day, for eevera. year, in most ca.es. the group 

member, continually construct mental image, of the outside world u.ing only 

ry information, i. e., telephone and radio communication. They were 

thu. able to quickly »become a. home» in the laboratory. A. one officer indi- 

cated: »A. a rule you jus, get so wrapped up in i, and you forge, you're working. 

I mean tha, it's no, actually happening. You g,, en,reed. » 

lhe Findings 

In some respect., all the data obtained in this study were oriented to two 

basic questions' Was «tere organisational stress in the group, we pu, into 

the laboratory, and U» Did the patterned interaction, of those group, change in 

the high demand or ... A. already indicated, the finding, presented 

below were selected from a larger number and do not exhaust all the analyses 

that have been or will be made of the data gathered. 

Wa. there organisational .mess? The theoretical model developed and 

presented earlier had conceptualised .tres. a. the organisational state or condition 
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wh-n demand, exceed capability. The simulated plane crash was used to 

generate a change in demands sc as to "overload" the work shifts. Demands 

were changed along three axes: quantity, quality, and priority. A program was 

constructed so that the rate of incoming calls could be raised from an average of 

two to three calls per minute to 21 calls per minute. The levels of incoming calls 

were determined by the processing rate of each shift. On this basis, it was felt 

that seven calls per minute per person answering would be more than adequate 

to overload the communications system. Since only 21% of the total 1155 calls 

prepared for the stress sessions were processed by the "most efficient" of the 

shifts, the prepared program seemed adquate. 

However, to what extent did the demands exceed the capabilities of the group? 

What was the level of organizational stress? To obtain a measure of Mis, tele¬ 

phone caller simulators recorded the number of seconds between the time they 

completed dialing a number and when an officer answered. This was concep¬ 

tualized as lag time, " i. e., the delay between the phone ringing (potential^ 

demand made known) and it being answered (demand met). If no answer was 

obtained within three minutes, the call was recorded as a demand on the group 

which was never met. A compilation of these lag times, thus provides a gross 

indicator of the degree to which the demands exceeded the capability of the group. 

As might be expected and as indicated in Tab?, I, lag time (or level of stress) 

increased during the stress session (D). 
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TABLE 1 

Group 

LEVEL OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRESS® 
AS INDICATED BY "LAG TIME, " IN MINUTES 

Session 
B 

1 

2 

3 

254. 06 

256. 62 

281.18 

138. 89 

92. 79 

140. 54 

110. 88 

93. 32 

102.48 

260. 82 

352. 30 

Following the initial .eeeion (A), the .hift member, indicated that while the 

simulation was a faithful reproduction of their actual communication eystem, 

the call rate eeemed somewhat high. A. a consequence, incoming call, for 

session. B and C were reduced by 20 percent. This unplanned deviation from 

the original research design, however, also allowed the making of a gross test. 

If lag time is a good indicator of the level of organisational stress, then one 

should find the following variation: session D> session A > ....ion. B or C. 

The hypothesis was tested using the data in Table 1, and the Kru.kal-Wallis 

one way analysis of variance by rank. test. A value of Hob. 49 was obtained which 

*. ,i8ni,ican* beyond the . 01 level. While gross, this quantitative data clearly 

support, the notion that a markedly different level of organisational stress was 

present in session D when compared with the prior or normal sessions. 

Was there a change in the patterned interaction. ? Given the nature of the 

positions in the radio room, interaction between the officer, on each of the shifts 
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was crucial to task accompliahment. The interaction wae examined to see if the 

general pattern might have changed from a normal to a stress session. Using 

only one set of the available data, and coding for directionality (i. e., initiator 

or receiver) the results presented in Table 2 and 3 were obtained. 

TABLE 2 

INITIATOR-RECEIVER PATTERN, SESSION A 

Comp^CUrtTv8 ZtZ'^ZT'' W' C*'rk UC- 

TABLE 3 

INITIATOR-RECEIVER PATTERN, SESSION D 

Comoufnfo9 Se88ion "D" were: Dispatcher-V, Complaint Clerk I-C, 
Complaint Clerk 2-W, and Sergeant-I. 
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It 1« clear from thie that there was considerable change in the rate of inter¬ 

action, thus in the patterns. ^ For example, during session "A, " interaction 

between group members averaged 2.4 exchanges per minute, i. e., 142 exchanges 

occurred during a 60 minute period. This rate more than doubled during the high 

demand session when an average of 5. ? exchanges per minute occurred. 

An interesting finding also appeared when the ranks of initiators and receivers 

between sessions were compared. A "deviation" score was computed based on 

changes in rank (e. g., in session A reported in Table 2, the sergeant ranked 

fourth as initiator, but in session D reported in Table 3, he ranked first -- this 

gives him a "deviation" score of 3). The overall results are presented in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

CHANGE IN INTERACTION PATTERN, BY POSITION 

Position Initiator Receiver 

Complaint Clerk 1 1 

Complaint Clerk 2 2 

Dispatcher 0 

Sergeant 3 

Group Total 6 

0 

1 

0 

]_ 

2 

This data indicates that while the pattern changed, the change was highly 

localised. There was primarily a change in initiators rather than receivers. The 

sergeant became a major initiator of interaction during the high demand session. 
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Thi« data confirma that in one senae, at leaat, the patterned interactiona 

changed. 

In the original theoretical model, it had been aaaumed that the patterned inter- 

actiona could be analyzed along four dimenaiona; tasks, decision-making, lines 

of authority and communications. From the theoretical model a aerie, of hypothe.e 

were developed that indicated what types of change, would occur within each of 

these dimensiona if an organization was in a stress condition. Four of these 

tested hypotheses are discussed below. 

Hr A® 016 degree of organizational stress increases, the rate 
of task performance will increase. 

Data to test this hypothesis were available for all shifts through the Time 

Sequence Record form kept by all telephone caller simulators. One possible 

index of the rate of task performance is the average number of calls answered 

per minute. The results are presented in Table 5. 

TABLE 5 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CALLS ANSWERED PER MINUTE 

Since the demand load was reduced after the initial session, it was hypothe¬ 

sized that the rate of task performance would reflect this reduction, i. e., the 
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rate for Session D ]> Session A > Session:« B or C. Using the Kruskal-Wallis 

test, the difference was found to be significant, (H*5. 6, p = . 05),thereby indi* 

eating support for the hypothesis. 

Hg: As the degree of organisational stress increases, organizational 
incumbents will increasingly limit their activity to those tasks 
of highest priority. 

As the response to the high demand session progressed, officers became 

increasingly selective in dispatching units anywhere except to the disaster site. 

The program was designed so that routine requests continued to come in to the 

radio room at a normal rate. With limited resources, therefore, officers were 

often confronted with difficult decisions and tried to provide callers with meaning¬ 

ful alternatives. 

A crude test of the hypothesis concerning limitation of task performance was 

attempted through an anlysis of the types of routine complaints to which police 

cruisers were not dispatched. As indicated in Table 6, a marked change in the 

dispatching pattern resulted. 

TABLE 6 

CRUISER DISPATCH PATTERN FOR ROUTINE EVENTS 
a 

Session Cruiser Dispatched Cruiser Not Dispatched 

Normal 61 4 

Stress 10 22 

a X2 = 39.7; df - 1; p <.001 
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Crui.«. dUp»tch.d during th. norm.1 ....inn „.ponded to . wid. v.ri.ty 

of incident, renging from overperked eutomobUe. to ml.eing per.on reporte. 

However, the ten incident, to which cruiser, were di.petch.d during the high 

demand or .tree. ....ion were .11 of very high priority by mo.t criteria, e. g.. 

pereon.1 injury .uto accidente, a cutting, .hooting, and .o on. Thu., th. hypo- 

thesis was supported. 

H3: A. the degree of organizational .tres, increase., there will 
be an increase in the rate of deci.ion-making. 

Dato testing thi. hypothe.i. i. pre.ented in Table 7. The rate of deci.ion- 

making clearly increased quite .harply, about 168%. Al.o, the di.proportion.te 

nature of the increa.e by rank 1. readily ob.ervable. Th. ..rg.ant'. greater 

rate of deci.ion-making was .IgnlficanUy higher (X2 = 29. 3,*df = 1, p 001). 

TADLE 7 

NUMBER OP nPf'Tcrrmc wAr»TT>a 

Total 196 525 

wherdeCi8l°ni8.Was operationalized by counting all instances 
where alternatives were evaluated and a course of action was selected. 

Decision-making being an extremely complex process, was analyzed in 

several different ways. For example, decisions were recorded as to their basis, 

e. g., receiving unsolicited advice or information. Several trends emerged from 
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TABLE 8 

UNSOLICITED INFORMATION RECEIVED BY PATROL OFFICERS* 

Unsolicited Information Given By Session A Session D 

Another Officer 21 

Sergeant 2 

aX2 = 7.95. df » 1, p <.C1. 

TABLE 9 

UNSOLICITED INFORMATION RECEIVED BY ALL OFFICERS* 

Unsolicited Information Received By Session A Session D 

Officer 23 26 

Sergeant 1 2g 

V = 8. 67, df a 1, p s < . 01. 

The giving of unsolicited information changed patterns between sessions. 

There was for example, a disproportionate increase in unsolicited information 

given by the sergeant to patrol officers during the stress session. Similarly, 

as revealed in Table 9, the receiver pattern also changed, with the sergeant 

receiving significantly more unsolicited information. Thus, under stress, the 

data Indicate that the sergeant's position becomes a focal point for both the col¬ 

lection and the dispersal of information. 
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CWly, d.ci.lon-miking ch.ng.d in tb. group, w. .tudl.d, Evwyon. parti. 

cipaud mor. in th. pro«... How.v.r. th.r. wa. an upward .tarn. .Mft in th. 

of a di.proportionat. iner.».. in d.ci.lon-makin, by th. ..rg.ant. Ib„ 

wa. a finding that had b.an ovarlookad in th. DRC field .tudis., 

A. th. degree of organi.ational .tr... increa.e., the fr.ou.ne. 
of group-initiated int.rorgani.ation.1 conttct. wiU increa«. 

Th. data collected on thl., i. reported in Table 10. There wa. . Urge in- 

cre... in incoming call, from other organiaation. but thi. i. . reflection of ft. 

re.earch de.ign more ft« anything el... However, ft. tripling 0, inl. 

Mated by the radio room doe. lend .upport to the hypothe.i,. 

TABLE 10 

INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION 

Session 

A 

D 

Incoming 

11 

70 

Group-Initiated 

7 

21 

In general, the realistic simulation group study was far more successful than 

had been anticipated. However, a. any good study do... it rai.ed .om. ba.ic 

question, about ft. theoretical model being u.ed and ft. way a.p.c, of i, were 

being studied in ft. laboratory. Thi. led to ft, development of an experimental 

design that is described in the next chapter. 



FOOTNOTES 

Dr. Drabek, who conducted moat of the research discussed in this chapter, 
is continuing to analyze the data he reported on in preliminary form in his 
dissertation which is being published in monograph form. See Thomas E. 
Drabek, Laboratory Simulation of a Police Communication System Under 
Stress (Columbus, Ohio: College of Administrative Sciences, 1968). 

See, for example, Harold Guetzkow (ed. ) Simulation in Social Science: 
Readings (Englewood CUffs, N. J. : Prentice Hall, 1962), and Karl E. Weick, 
"Laboratory ExperimenUtion With Organizations" in J. G. March (ed. ), 
Handbook of Organizations (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965). 

The basic communication flow went as follows: (1) outside caller reports 
incident, (2) complaint clerk secures and records necessary data using 
police code, (3) data form is passed to dispatcher who locates and assigns 
an appropriate cruiser, (4) data is transmitted to cruiser in code language, 
(5) data form is filed in "in-process" box, (6) after incident is "cleared, " 
the cruiser relays the type of disposition to dispatcher, and (7) dispatcher 
records disposition and then returns the data form to a complaint clerk who 
then files it in the "completed" box 

It is of interest to note that despite the change in persons, the dispatcher 
position ranked first as receiver and second as initiator in both sessions. 
This data provide empirical support to the crucial nature of the dispatcher 
position in a police communication network which Kemeny and Snell pre¬ 
dicted using mathematical tlieory. John G. Kemeny and J. Laurie Snell, 
Mathematical Models in the Social Sciences (New York: Ginn and Company, 
1962) pp. 101-102. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION GROUP STUDY 
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Th« third major study conducted in the laboratory attempted to move in a 

more experimentei direction. The first part of this chapter briefly indicates the 

experimental design that was developed. The second part sets forth the major 

hypotheses that were brought to a test. Unfortunately, because of unexpected 

delaye and then a subsequent move in academic position by the DRC staff member 

who undertook most of the experiment, the complete date analysis for this study 

has not yet been completed and only preliminary results are available. 

The Research Design 

This study was conducted in the same laboratory setting as was the previous 

one with much of the same equipment and layout being used. In this sense, this 

research was as realistic as the previous study was. Furthermore, most of the 

same persons took part, simulators as well as police officers of the radio group. 

Thus, many of the personnel involved were in a familiar situation and had the prior 

laboratory experience as part of their background. While not on as massive a 

scale as the simulation study, tee experiment was almost as complex and also 

involved many people. 

In many respects tee study was conducted in tee same way also as the realistic 

simulation study. That is, calls by simulators following a script (although not 

involving a disaster) were used as input to three different shifts of the actual dis¬ 

patching group of a major metropolitan department. As in the earlier simulation 

study, four sessions in all were run, tee first primarily a practice one. 
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Th« major dliferenc« between thie and the aimulation etudy wee In the basic 

research design used« In essence( manipulation of variables or an experiment 

was attempted. The decision to proceed in this way stemmed from observations 

that were made of die communication activities ¿i die radio group in its actual 

dispatching room in the downtown headquarters of die organisation. The DRC 

staff observed that there were two types of communication inputs to the group. 

There were organisational or group demands, i. c., requests for service which 

were evaluated by radio room personnel as being legitimate demands on the 

organisation. There were also calls or requests for information which were not 

demands on the group itself, but which constituted positional demands for the 

officers who received them. 

This observation was translated into an experimental setting. The DRC staff 

decided to vary bodi positional pressures and organisational demands. The former 

was done by simply varying the number and rate of incoming positional call*, 

while concurrently keeping the rate, number and order of organisational demand 

calls constant. Conversely, organisational or group demand was varied by 

changing die capability of the group (for technical reasons it was easier to vary 

the first part of the capability/demand ratio with relation to stress, than it was 

to alter the latter). Operationally, this was done by reducing the outside resources 

die group could call upon. 

The experimental condition for each shift of die group which participated in 

die study are indicated in die following figure. For each condition, the number 

of organisational demands and die rate of their input is the same, and an effort 

wc s made to limit as much as possible any qualitative differences in these demands. 
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In condition A and B, where organisational capability is high relative to organi¬ 

sation, ü demands, the group is viewed as not being in a stete oí stress. In 

conditions C and D, organisational demand is in excess of capability and the organ!- 

nation can be thought of as being in a state of stress. In conditions A and C, the 

individual incumbents of positions receiving calls are under only normal pressures. 

In conditions B and D, demands are arriving at the positions at such a rapid rate 

that there is always a backlog, th^s a state of high pressure for the position. 

Condition A, of course, provides the base lino data. 

Positional Demands 
LOW HIGH 

Organizational Capability 
HIGH A B 

Organizational Capability 
DOW (stress) 

C D 

The basic question the DRC staff was examining in this study was the same one 

examined in the realistic simulation study and most of the other laboratory 

research done. Given these different combinations or conditions, how did tee 

interaction patterns of tee group change? Several hypotheses were advanced and 

these are discussed in ten next section. 

The Hypotheses 

Four major hypotheses were advanced abou*, what happens to a group under 

tee experimental conditions indicated above. 
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Hypothetic 1 wet that if a ttate of atrett exiata for the organisatioa, 
then the membera of the group will attempt to cope with thie by 
increaeing the group'a capability to handle the given level of demand. 

There are two obaervable mechaniama which a radio ahift can uae in an 

attempt to cope with atreaa to increaae the effective capability of the organisation. 

One ia to reduce the manpower aent on a demand from that normally required. 

The aecond la to reaaalgn peraonnal from demanda they have already been given, 

to newer demanda. The expectation waa that to the extent that atreaa reaulta in 

thia kind of behavior, there ehould be minimal occurrencoa of auch behavior in 

condition« A and B, and maximum appearancea in condiciona C and D. 

Hypothetic Z waa that if a atate of atreaa exiata fo • the organisation, 
the group will attempt to cope with this by decreasing demanda to 
correspond more closely to capabilities. 

One method of reducing the effective demand level is to reject demanda which 

would normally be accepted. In the ORC research design, each experimental 

session contained 45 calls involving normally accepted demanda, and a variable 

number of calls which would not normally be accepted as demands. Thus, for 

each shift, it eras possible to see the number of normally accepted demands which 

were rejected during die stress session, the number of normally rejected calls 

which were accepted as legitimate demands and those which were accepted or 

rejected in both the normal and stress sessions. 

Viewed on a four-fold table, the results would distribute as fellows! 

NORMAL 
CONDITIONS 

STRESS CONDITIONS 

Reject Accept 

Accept 1 2 

Reject 3 4 
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Tlie null hypothesi« in this would be that deviations in cell 1 should equal 

deviations in cell 4 except for random variations. In fact, if Hypothesis 2 is 

correct, cell D should be zero and ceU A significantly higher than zero. 

The second method of reducing the effective demand level is to refer some 

demands to other organizations which could handle them. Still another way of 

reducing the level is to defer handling a demand until some later time. In the 

latter case, the average backlog in conditions A and B should be significantly 

less than the backlog in conditions C and D. If the deferring of demands is a 

function of organizational stress but not of positional pressure, there should be no 

significant difference between conditions A and B, or between conditions C and D. 

Hypothesis 3 was that if a state of organizational stress exists, the 
group will respond by increasing the amount of consultation and 
interaction between themselves. 

If this hypothesis is correct, there should be substantially more initiated 

interaction in conditions C and D than in conditions A and B. This would be 

particularly true of task-related interaction. It is possible of course that in con¬ 

ditions A and B interaction might consist primarily of non-task related comments 

whereas in conditions C and D, it could consist mostly of task-related comments. 

Hypothesis 4 was that if members of a group are subject to unusually 
high positional pressures, they will work at a faster rate. 

There could be significant differences in how group members handle demand 

calls and non-demand calls, particularly when they are under high pressure. If 

the rate of performance increases only as a function of pressures, then the 

average duration of calls should be less in conditions B and D than in conditions 

A and C with B s D and A = C. If the rate of performance increases only as a 
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function of organizational atrasa, then tha average duration of calla should be 

j leaa in conditions C and D than in conditions A and B with A * B and C = D. On 

the other hand, if the rate of task performance is related to both organizational 

8tres» and Positional pressures, then the average duration of calls should be greater 

in condition A than in conditions B, C and D. 

The preliminary analysis of the data does not suggest any major unexpected 

finding. The resulta do not seem to be inconsistent with those obtained in the 

realistic simulation study. More important, both studies raised some basic 

question, of procedure among the DRC laboratory staff. The next chapter dis¬ 

cusses the kind of study such questions generated. 

I 

I 

I 

» 
! 

! 

1 

1 
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CHAPTER V 

THE "ANALOGUE" GROUP STUDY 

Th® two majo*‘ simulation studies discussed in the previous chapters provided 

much data and contributed to a clarification of the theoretical research model 

originally advanced and developed. Some of the subsUntive issues also raised 

have already been discussed. However, both studies as well as the very first 

ad hoc small group study generated additional questions or issues of a different 

order. What these were and how the DRC laboratory staff attempted to deal with 

them is discussed in this chapter. First, the questions are noted; then the study 

conducted in an attempt to answer some of them is described. 

Questions and Issues from the Prior Studies 

Apart from substantive matters, there were questions or issues of both a 

practical and methodological nature raised by the first three studies conducted 

in the laboratory. One question was whether the "pay-offs, " researchwise, 

were proportionate to the extensive efforts required to mount each of the studies 

and to process the data obtained. Another issue had to do with the sampling 

limitations almost inherent in at least the two simulation studies. Still another 

question was the degree of actual control being exercised by the DRC laboratory 

staff in its research effort. Finally, there was the issue of whether or not the 

methodology being used had a tendency to become an ^nd in itself. Each of these 

points will now be discussed in more detail. 

1. As should be clear from the descriptions in the earlier chapters, a rather 

massive effort in terms of time, equipment, resources and manpower had to be 
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mounted in each of the laboratory étudiée. The more elaborate the etudy, further¬ 

more, the greater the preparatione neceeeary and the more complex the aheer 

problem of the coordination of the reeearch. In addition, the data generated, 

particularly through the mechanical meane of reproduction, reached phyeically 

impreeeive but at timea almoat unmanageable proportione. 

None of theee mattere of courae would be conaiderationa if the returna in 

reeulta or outputa were anywhere near the inputa that were involved. However, 

a poaitive ratio on this waa not eaay to aee. It ia neceaaary, of courae, to keep 

in mind the probability of latent and long run reaearch valuea that would not be 

readily apparent. Nevertheleaa, appearancea and impreaaiona were enough to 

•uggeet that the DRC laboratory ataff ought to attempt to develop a leas maaaive 

reaearch effort that actually might generate a correapondingiy higher "pay-off. " 

2. The aimulation atudiea required particular kind a of aocial units. That ia, 

the groupa that could be used in the laboratory had to have certain characteristics. 

These included such things as: a) limited size -- the group had to be small enough 

to function naturally in the limited space available in the laboratory; b) relative 

simplicity -- the normal functioning of the group could not involve the use of 

equipment, supplies or materials which, for technical or other reasons, the ORC 

researchers could not provide or substitute a funct.'onal equivalent; c) much 

autonomy -- to the extent the group being studied waa a subunit of a larger organi¬ 

zation it had to be highly self contained; d) task realism -- the group had to be 

able to perform its normal tasks realistically within the confines of the laboratory; 

e) feasibility of reproduction -- the kind of social context within which the group 

usually operated had to b< such so that it could be simulated in the laboratory; 
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£) task comprehensibility — the expertise of the group could not be too exotic or 

at least it had to be within the abilities of the laboratory staff to provide adequate 

feedback for research purposes. 

Actual groups with such characteristics are not too numerous in any com¬ 

munity. The police units used in the DRC simulations had the characteristics in 

almost ideal form, but even they could not have been used if the studies had been 

conducted a year later. These facts, plus an inability to find another organi¬ 

zational group that could be readily used suggested to the DRC staff that the 

potential samples (if not the universe itself) for possible laboratory studies were 

somewhat limited, and that consideration needed to be given to other kinds of 

units for study. 

3. There were limits in the degree of actual control exercised by the DRC 

staff in the laboratory studies. Among the major factors probably affecting 

abiUty to manipulate the situation were the following. Is the simulations, the 

complexity of the usual social context of the groups used was such that it was 

very difficult to train simulators to play their roles adequately. It is impossible 

to foresee all contingencies that do arise in any given laboratory exercise, 

thereby allowing the possibility of different kinds of sponUneous adjustments 

and Innovations which were not a part of the research design being used. To 

some extent, the researchers and the group members being studied, had to 

interact outside of the laboratory situation, introducing an unknown element into 

the relationship. Finally, the sheer number of people involved in the kind of 

laboratory study conducted by DRC necessitated a timing and a coordination that 

allowed little margin for error. 
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While these were limit* to the laboratory studies, none did *eem to occasion 

major difficulties in the studies actually undertaken. However, while "sins of 

commission" were not apparent, possible "sin* of omission" loomed in the back¬ 

ground. Thus, the DRC staff felt that steps should be taken to improve the degree 

of control over the research conducted. Control of course has no merit in itself 

but needs to be considered for the ultimate purpose of obtaining greater knowledge 
2 

or understanding. 

4. A minor but clearly obvious tendency, at least in the simulations, was to 

make the laboratory situation as life-like as possible. There is no question that 

there is a temptation to add "realistic" elements almost for the sake of realism 

alone. At least, little effort was made to justify inclusion of certain objects, 

procedures, ex., other than their actual counterpart existence. 

Methodologically, the argument about realism can be made both ways and in 

a basic sense, no researcher is against studies being as realistic as possible. ^ 

Nevertheless, there is a question of the degree of realism that is relevant. The 

DRC staff felt that there would be some value in "decluttering" a study and seeing 

what could be gained from that. One way to do this was to move in the direction 

of a more formal, hypothesis testing design, and including only matters directly 

relevant to that purpose. 

Research Design and Findings 

Given the line of thinking just indicated, the goal became a study which would 

use easily accessible subjects in a less complex but better controlled design with 

a clearer hypothesis testing focus. For this purpose an ad hoc analogue was 

constructed. This involved using ad hoc groups in a laboratory situation designed 
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to impo.. . parallel atructur. on both th. group and Uboratory anvironm.nt .o 

that cartain formal idantitia. could be maintained b.t»..n th. ^ hoc «alogue 

and an actual aituation. The intant wa. to abatract certain propartia. from the 

praviou. almulation atudla. and to racraat. tham in a .fmpliflad fa.hion in th. 

*d hoc analogue. 

Four aapacta war. crucial to thi. etudy. Th. aubjact. involved were juat that, 

they did not have to be member, of organ!ration.. Th. baaic reeearch design 

wa. lea. complex focusing a. i, did on cartain formal proparti.. of bahavior 

rather than actual bahavior as such. These two characteristics in turn allowed 

far batter control by the rasaarchars than was possible in the prior studlae. 

Finally, with auch control hypothesia tasting was facilitated. 

The analogue was constructed by ueing student groups and an abstract logual 

task designed to po.e task problem, and to permit action po.eiblUtie. parallel to 

those of the policemen used in the earlier eimulatlon studlae. This study was 

designed to te.t th. general hypothesis that th... group, operating under .tres, 

condition, (demands in exceee of capability) would undergo performance degrade, 

tion .. a .0l« coneequenc. of excessive demand., A .trees factor wa. defined a. 

the difference between mean performance drop under str -as conditions and mean 

performance drop under control condltiona due to fatigue or other factor.. 

Six 3-man groups and one 2-man group were used in the study which was con¬ 

ducted over a seven week period. Each group meeting took piece in the laboratory 

for two hours, twice a week. Participant, were taught the rudiment, of a proposi¬ 

tional calculus which was used ae basis for their task performance in the study. 

The task itself coneleted of developing "well formed formula." from random arrays 
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of logic symbols. These symbols were given at a predetermined rate to the 

groups who had to code the formulas, and dispatch them to appropriate ’'proof 

units. ” A system of rewards and penalties was designed to encourage speed and 

accuracy. Each group was in competition with every other group for the highest 

score. 

All groups participating were tested under both stress and control conditions 

several times over the period of the study. The stress condition consisted of 

introducing demands (random symbol arrays) at a rate clearly in excess of the 

groups' abilities to proc^t them. The control condition consisted of introductory 

demands at a rate near capability. Group performance was measured as the 

number of formulas dispatched per five minute interval. 

Data were obuined from 69 sessions (32 stress and 37 control ones). An 

analysis revealed that group performance tended to rise very slightly over the 

course of each session, whether stress or controL This finding was, of course, 

directly contrary to the general hypothesis advanced and precluded testing more 

specific hypotheses. Two possibilities, however, made the finding equivocal. 

It was possible that the capability levels of the groups were not reached early 

enough in the sessions to allow time for a performance degradation to occur. 

It was also possible Ant the sessions were not long enough to test the hypothesis 

adequately. 

Further analysis of the data showed that Aere was no significant variability 

between groups in Ae extent to which performance tended to increase over Ae 

sessions nor was Aere any important difference between stress and control 

conditions in Ae strengA of Ais tendency. There was, however, a significant 
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difference in the number of error* committed under the two condition*, i. e., the 

error rate wa* «lightly higher under atre** than under control condition*. Thi* 

might be interpreted a* kind of performance degradation but the error* tended to 

be randomly distributed throughout any given session, not skewed toward the 

latter portion of the session* as is implied by the degradation hypothesis. 

This study was not successful from a substantive point of view. However, it 

did have the merit of forcing the DRC laboratory staff to make explicit some of 

its assumptions about simulations. This was particularly true with respect to the 

problems associated with organisational simulation. The work undertaken also 

helped in part to lead to a somewhat narrower focusing of research in the next 

study conducted in die laboratory. The focus came to be on interaction patterns, 

as is described in the next chapter. 



FOOTNOTES 

The police department involved moved ite diepatching room to a new location 

laboratory”1*01 ^ ^ lmp0,,ibla t0 "Produce in the BSL 

There ie sometimes a tendency ir. laboratory reaearch to awing to the oppoaite 
extreme and to introduce controla almoet for control aake, inatead of íot the 

mayK?aVe ? ?? re,earch b*in« undertaken. For a diecuaeion of 
controla and problema in laboratory work, aee Karl Weick, "Laboratory 
Experiment« with Org.nl«tion." to J. G. March (.d. ) Handbook of Oroani- 
«»tiona (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965). pp. 194-260. ———*- 

For diacueeiona of the problem of realiam aee Karl Weick, "Organiaaticna 
to.'h* laboratory" Vic‘" Vroom (ad. ) Method, of Orianiaatioo R...»rch 

)U1nlDY*r,itV Wttaburgh Pr..—19é7). pp. l-Ib. and Barnard S. 
Í¿7Írp 1 S°clU R**weh: Strategy and Tactic. (New York: MacMillan, 
lyob), pp, 145-152. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE CROSS-CULTURAL GROUP STUDY 
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The interaction patterns of the participants were a major DRC research 

interest in all of the prior laboratory studies except for the analogue group one 

j.*t rfiacuMed. However, tkeee interecttone were treated ae a dependent variable 

and aa a collective product. Little attention wae given to the nature of the inter- 

action iteelf. Thie became the focue of the last study conducted by the DRC staff 

in the laboratory where an exploratory analysis was made of interaction and 

more specifically, fcr reasons to be indicated shortly, of interactions between 

persons from different culturel backgrounds. 

The chapter first discusses the reasons for the cross-cultural focus of this 

study. It concludes with a report of some very preUminary findings from the 

initial exploratory sessions that were run to initiate this phase of the research. 

The future and more systematic research projected along this Une is discussed 

in the following chapter. 

A Cross-Cultural Interaction Focus 

In both simulation studies, those reported in Chapters UI and IV, there was 

generally an increase under stress in the necessity for intraorganizational com- 

munication from one member to another. However, under *uch conditions when 

demands are greater than capabiUty, there is not sufficient time for complete 

communication — at least, the verbal communication and its content becomes 

restricted, often taking a truncated form. Nevertheless, the intraorganizational 

necessity for information is quite strong. Therefore, much information is 
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transmitted through non-verbal cues. There are undoubtedly several categories 

of these. For example, hand gestures, grimaces and expressive facial motions, 

body sets, etc., all supplement if not substitute for substantive verbal communi¬ 

cation processes in some stress contexts. However, certain other features such 

as interruptions of the remarks of others, length of silent pauses, initiation of 

vocal action in an ambiguous situation, etc., are also another category of non¬ 

verbal cues operative in many stressful interaction situations. 

All this suggested to the DRC laboratory staff, the value of making a study 

of non-verbal cues. Such a view in no way minimised the importance of substan¬ 

tive verbal communication in an Interaction situation. Rather it highlighted the 

necessity of examining both verbal and non-verbal aspects, and that consideration 

in a comprehensive research effort should be given to the latter as to the former. 

While interaction processes have been the focus of attention of many social 

theorists, relatively little empirical work has been done on the non-verbal as¬ 

pects. Much of the otherwise relevant writings by anthropologists and psychia¬ 

trists have not been based on systematic observational studies.1 Experimental 

research into the effects of non-verbal cues in interaction have been even more 

wanting. The studies conducted have tended to focus on the perceptual rather 

than the interactional aspects of the behavior.2 

A few attempts at categorising non-verbal interaction cues have been made. ^ 

It has been found, for example, that individuals can recognise far more subtlety 

in non-verbal cues than they themselves can produce. However, from a socio¬ 

logical perspective, it is clear that a considerable amount of the non-verbal cues 

given (at least if categorized by the microscopic analysis characteristic of kinesic 
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research) can be considered to be “noise" In die communication process. In 

other words, there are relatively few cues which are emitted In any Interaction 

setting which are attended to and given meaning In the Interaction context. In 

stress situations, the number oí such "critical cues" should be even 1... than in 

the "normal" situation, because of the greater number and inteneity of cues that 

must be dealt with in such contexts. Therefore, it should be poesible to isolate, 

in stress situations, the more gross and critical cues which do communicate 

information non-verbally. 

The identiflcation of such critical cues is made difficult, however, by the 

fact that non-verbal cues are primarily non-consdous In origin. That Is, cul¬ 

tural norm, define which non-verbal cue. are appropriate for any given intended 

expression, and many of these sign, are learned quite early In life. Thus, iden- 

tificatlon of relevant non-verbal cue. In stress situation, is made difficult by the 

cultural conditioning of the researcher. A. Robert Park and others have suggested, 

when on. 1. concerned with finding the heart of the meaning to an Individual, it 

is necessary to find out what he take, for granted. But since the general cul¬ 

tural background, of researcher, and subject, of study are the tame in most 

studies, it 1. difficult to formulate and identify the crucial non-verbal cues in 

the«e kinds of situations. 

However, interpersonal interaction between members of different cultures 

contains some imporUnt elements of a stress situation. It also allows each 

individual in the interaction context to observe what would be the crucial cues in 

his own culture in the other individual. Chances are that some or most of these 

cues will differ between the two cultures. The cross-cultural interaction setting, 
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then, would seem to be a natural one for an attempt to isolate and define these 

crucial cues. 

This then was the reasoning of the DRC laboratory staff. It led to a study 

aimed at exploring what non-verbal cues entered into play in interaction in a 

stress situation and what accounted for them. One relatively easy way to make 

such observations was to look at interaction situations where non-verbal cues 

were more likely to come to the fore. One such possible situation, with some 

element of stress, was interaction between participants from different cultural 

settings and where the determining factors could be analyzed beforehand. The 

specific research design developed to explore this is discussed in the following 

section. 

Research Design and Preliminary Findings 

The main focus of the exploratory work conducted over a three month period 

was on the observation and recording in the laboratory of cross-cultural inter¬ 

action as it progressed and the ways it differed, if any, from more culturally 

homogeneous interaction. For this purpose, two types of laboratory sessions 

were conducted. The first involved the separate observation of two culturally 

homogeneous groups. One group was made up of Americans, the other of Indians, 

all graduate students at the university, and paid an honorarium for their partici¬ 

pation in the research. Both groups were given an issue to discuss with instruc¬ 

tions to arrive at some sort of consensus about that issue and to write what they 

collectively agreed to upon a blackboard. Each group was given an hour to per¬ 

form the assigned task. 
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Th. «eond typ. cf laboratory ....ton. w« to get at cro...cu]lturU 

interaction. Four group. w.r. u..<i 1„ ft..., £«„ of groupt 

composed of on. of th. American, who had participated in ft. .aril., all-American 

...Sion, on. Indian who had aimUarly participated with th. other Indi«,., on. 

Japanese student, and on. Thai student. Th... culturally heterogeneous group, 

were assigned th. same Kind of discussion task which characterised th. first 

iyp. of sessions, but the substantive topic, were changed. 

Among the kind, of data collected were the following: 

2. Verbal data. AU ....Ion. were tap. recorded. 

’■ ■ —“ - -» 

Since ft. laboratory ....ion. were concluded jus, prior to th. writing of this 

report, all the analyse, have not yet be« completed. 4 Th. discussion below is 

primarily based on a preliminary analysis of the verbal data, and some of the 

observational data. The verbal data were chiefly analysed from a non-substantive 

or non-content point of view. 

The major finding of the pilot work can be summarised in on, statement and 

« i. «hat in cross-cultural interaction, members of boft group. in th. int.raction 

will modify their normal interaction behavioral patterns. In other words, it is 

no. enough to look a, only the behavior of foreigner, in th. United States or a, ft. 
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behavior of Americans overseas in order to understand cross-cultural interaction. 

The "native" group member in the interaction also changes his behavior when in 

such situations. The additional observations reported below further document 

this statement and suggest a hypothesis of convergence, i. e., that members of 

all groups change their behavior in such a way as to come closer to the norms of 

the other group. 

This can be seen in the length of contribution made by each individual to the 

group's discussion. Table I presents the mean length of statement for Americans 

in their culturally homogeneous session and their average in thv< culturally hetero¬ 

geneous sessions, as well as comparable data for the Indians. It is clear that 

Americans made significantly longer individual contributions than Indians in the 

culturally homogeneous session, but that both groups "converged" in the culturally 

heterogeneous sessions. Americans decreased their statement length and Indians 

increased their statement length when in the cross-cultural situation. 

TABLE 1 

LENGTH OF STATEMENT BY SESSION 
(LINE/ACT RATIO) 

Group Member . Homogeneous Session Heterogeneous Session 

American 

Indian 

5. 89 3. 56 

2*78 3.60 

The general type of statement made by group members in culturally hetero¬ 

geneous interactions as contrasted to culturally homogeneous interactions also 
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support the convergence hypothesis. Thus, American, increased the number of 

their supportive statements when in cross-cultural interaction and in a rather 

dramatic fashion - from two to three or more times as many supportive state¬ 

ments were made in discussions involving foreign participant, than were made in 

the all-American group. This, of course, concurs with the broad observation 

that Americans tend to be (at least on the surface) polite in interaction with 

foreigners and tend to avoid direct disagreement with them. However, while 

Americans increased their supportive statements substantially, they still fell 

below the Indian group norm in this regard. The Indians provided rather high 

levels of support for one another in their culturally homogeneous sessions. 

In contrast, Indians did not increase their support levels in a cross-cultural 

context. Rather, they decreased the number of negative comments they made. 

In this respect they were no more successful than the Americans were in their 

change of supportive statements. Although the Indians did decrease their negative 

remarks, their new level was still above the American group norm for negative 

comments. 

Some other differences between the American and the Indian groups also stood 

out. The Indians, for example, seemed not to be constrained by the general 

American norm that only one participant at a time should speak at such a kind of 

meeting. The consequence was that the Indian session often became a quadralogue 

with all the members speaking at once. Likewise, the Indians seemed much less 

constrained by the physical setting than the Americans were, feeling free to move 

around the room and continuing to participate in the discussion, whereas Americans 

tended to fall silent if they moved away from the center of the group. In addition, 
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the Indian discuseion was conducted at a considerably higher volume level than 

the American one. 

All in all, the exploratory work in this study was quite successful and en¬ 

couraging, Even a preliminary screening of some of the data uncovered notice¬ 

able differences among at least two of the different cultural groups being studied. 

The initial results supported the usefulness of further studies along the same line. 

Some such projected research for the future by the DRC laboratory staff is indi¬ 

cated in the following chapter. 
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FOOTNOTES 

J. Among the better writings are those by Edward Hall, The Silent Laneua« 
(New York: Doubleday, 1959), and Jurgen Ruesch and Weldon Kees, 
Nonverbal Communication (Berkeley, California: University of California, 

2. See J. S. Bruner and It. Tagiuri, "The Perception of People" in Gardner 
Lindaey (ed. ) Handbook of Social Psychology. Volume 2 (Cambridge, Mass: 
Addison-Wesley, 1954). 

3. Among the best has been that by Ray BirdwhisteU, Introduction to Kinesics: 
An Annotated System for Analysis of Body Motion a¿d Gesture fLouisvill«- 
University of Louisville, 1952). -- 

4. None of the material on the Thai or the Japanese students, for example, had 
been analyzed at the time of the writing of this report. 
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CHAPTER VH 

PROJECTED STUDIES 

Thl. chapter first very briefly diacue.e. the laboratory research projected 

orer the next year <1. e., in 1968). In addition to continuing the di.cue.ion .... 

•ion. reported on in the previou. chapter, two other kind, of group sessions will 

be initiated. The chapter conclude, with a phase outline of the laboratory reeearch 

projected over the next several years. 

Further Discussion Sessions 

Apart from systematically analyzing the data obtained in the exploratory work, 

some additional discussion sessions will be run. They will be aimed at clarifying 

and documenting certain initial impressions obtained, e. g.. both Thai and 

Japanese membere of groups were low participators in the discussions as com¬ 

pared with Indian and American members. Several alternative explanations for 

this suggest themselves. Some of these could be tested by having Thai and 

Japanese groups participating in a culturally homogeneous session and using their 

native language only. The basic subject matter of the discussions will also be 

changed since in the case of the Thai participants at least, the previous topics 

(i. e., international politics) in the earlier laboratory sessions seemed to lead to 

certain kinds of self-definitions and a corresponding appropriate role in a cul¬ 

turally heterogeneous group session. These and a number of other questions 

generated by the exploratory work will be further examined in other discussion 

sessions. Since the discussion sessions have always been defined by the DRC 

laboratory staff as being exploratory in nature, no definite research closure will 
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b. attempted with them. More definite end eyetemetic re.uh. projected 

inatead for the other laboratory eeesions vieualiaed. 

Instructional Sessions 

The instructional ee.eion. are mean, to move toward, what a field .etting 

could be like (1. .., ,ctUal croe.-cultura, interaction, between American, and 

other, in a foreign setting,. For purpo... of thi. .tudy, three different type. c 

laboratory ....ion. are being deeigned. In all three, the interaction will he 

primarily characterised by information .ran.mi..,on from an "expert" to a 

"naive., trainee. The differences in the type, of .«..ion. will be along ,h. fol- 

lowing lines: 

1) m on. type of interaction ses.ion the cultural background of ft. "expcr, 

will be varied. For example, a German may instruct a Nigerian in some pro- 

«dur. or technique. In a similar kind of ....ion an American will attempt ,o 

instruct a Nigerian in ft. e.m. procedure or technique. The supposition is that 

in such a kind of dyadic relationship, ft. cultural background of ft. ..expert" will 

make a difference in the response evoked. 

2) In the second type of interaction ....ion a "contras, culture" dimension 

will be introduced. The focu. in ft.. will be on ft. "expert. " for the 

supposedly "naive" trainee will actually be a "confedera,." of ft. DRC laboratory 

etaff. Thi. confederate (a non-American student) will be tough, to respond with 

contrary reaction, and .to,.ment, to ft, expert, ft on, sen.., ft, research de- 

»ign is mean, to Induce cultural shock and stress for ft. "expert, " and to see how 

he will react in such situations. 
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3) The projectcu final set of instructional sessions are similar to the first 

type indicated, except that the "expert" will have to train more than one "naive" 

trainee at a time. For example, one American may attempt to instruct three 

persons with Mid*Eastern cultural backgrounds. 

Game Sessions 

While the instructional sessions could generate some stress, they are not 

designed and except for the last typo of the sessions, could not evoke substantial 

group stress. Needed for that are interaction situations necessitating cooperation, 

competition, accommodation, etc., between members of different groups. For 

this purpose, the DRC laboratory staff intends to use games with fairly explicit 

goals. Variations of the conditions under which the games will be played will 

allow some control of the degree of demands that could be introduced into the 

situation, and thus the amount of collective stress that might be induced. 

Two kinds of game sessions are visualized. The first will be a cooperative 

game condition. In this setting the four members of a group will be involved in 

a game in which each individual's reward is dependent upon the group's achieve¬ 

ment. Two sessions of each condition will be run - one in which the group mem¬ 

bers will receive a number of positive sanctions and a high reward, and another 

in which the members will receive a large number of negative sanctions and a 

low reward. Both sets of sessions will be run with American homogeneous groups 

and culturally heterogeneous groups. 

The second kind of game session projected will be one in which the rewards 

for each individual in the group will be contingent upon his own achievements. 
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Som. kind of gim. wiU b. u..d which wiU r.qulre n,gotUtlon „d 

among th. group member. .. part oí ft. g.„,. Bod. American culturally homo. 

geneou. group, and culturally heterogeneou. group. wiU be run under th.e condi- 

tion. 

“ iU °f th' ‘b0Ve « Planned, th. DRC laboratory eta« will 

then be ready to turn to th. ne* pha.e oí die „..arch projected, tha, le. ,o 

rigorous exp.rimenUl rather than jua, ob.ervational laboratory emdlee. The 

»..arch i. ...n tentatively a. going through ft. ,oli0wing pha.e,. 

1268 

January . June Continuation oí ob.ervational di.cu.eicn 
sessions. 
Initiation of observational instructional 
sessions. 
Initiation of observational game sessions. 

Analysis of data from observational 
sessions. 
Preparation for laboratory experimental 
sessions. 

October-January Running oí pilot experimental see.ion.. 
Report writing on observational sessions. 

Phase II June - October 

1969 

Phase IU 

Phase IV 

Phase V 

Phase VI 

January - June 

June - October 

Systematic running of exporimental 
sessions. 

Analysis of data from experimental 
sessions. 
Preparation for field research. 

1970 

October-January PreUminary field studies. 
Report writing on experimental sessions. 

Phase VII January - June 

Phase VHI June - October 

Phase IX 

Systematic field studies. 

Analysis of data from field studies. 

October-January Report writing on field studies. 
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APPENDIX I 

List of DRC Staff Participanta in the Research 

Research Associate« 

Dr. Thomas E. Drabek 
Robert Muaay 
Dr. Robert Roth 

1964- 1965 
1965- 1967 
1967 

Research Assistants 

Thomas Cree 
Mrs. Elaine Hobart 
Gary Kreps 

1964-1967 
1964-1967 
1967 

Profesaor J. Eugene Haas was Principal Investigator from 1964 to 
^967. Professor E. L. Quarantelii was Co-Principal Investigator 

from 1964 to mid-1967 when he became Principal Investigator. 
Professor Russell R. Dyner was Co-Principal Investigator from 1964 
to 1967. 
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APPENDIX D 

Li.t of Papora and Publications from the Research 

1. Cree. Group Task Performance Under Conditions of Excessive Demands. 
M. A, Thesis« Ohio State University« Department of Sociology. 1967. 

2. Drabek. Laboratory Simulation of a Police Communication System Under 
Stress, Ohio Sute University, Disaster Research Center Monograph Series, 
1968. AFOSRNo. 67-1540. 

Drabek and Haas. Laboratory Simulation of a Police Communication System 
Under Stress: Preliminary Findings. (Paper read at 1966 American Socio¬ 
logical Association meetings. ) AD 62 1192. 

4. Drabek and Haas. Realism in Laboratory Simulation: Myth or Method. 
Social Forces. V-45 (March, 1967), 337-346. AD 65 6017. 

5. Drabak, Haas, Quarantelll and Dynes. A Theory of Organizational Stress 
(a paper to be pubUshed in 1968 by the National Institute of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences). 

6. Drabek and Haas. Studies of Police Communication Systems ( tenUtive 
title — to appear in 1968 May issue of Trans-Actions). 

7. Muzzy. An Experimenul Simulation of a Police Communication System, 
Ph. D. disserUtion (to be completed in 1968). 

8. Roth and Cree. A Methodological Analysis of Field and Laboratory Sub¬ 
jects to the Same Research Instrument (in process). 
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THE DISASTER RESEARCH CENTER 

The Disaster Research Center, a part of the Department of Sociology at 

The Ohio State Univenity, was organized in 1963. The Center is engaged 

in the scientific study of individual, group, organizational and societal re¬ 

sponses to community wide disasters and other extreme stress situations. 

Major focus of the research is placed on obtaining an extensive and detailed 

picture of the human and social problems generated by disasters, and how 

they are solved by affected persons, communities and societies. The Center 

conducts field studies both in this country and ovciseas. Part of the research 

of the Center also involves the laboratory study of groups under stress. 

DRC STAFF 

Co-Directors 

Russell R. Dynes E. L. Quarantelli 

Research Associates 

William Anderson Will Kennedy 

Robert Muzzy 

Research 

David Adams 

Michael Brooks 

John Brouillette 

Tom Cree 

Thomas Forrest 

Elaine Hobart 

Assistants 

Benjamin McLuckie 

Robert Stallings 

Stephen Vargo 

Jack Weller 

Dennis Wenger 

Robert Whitman 

Fellows 

Arnold Parr Grayce Sills 

George Warheit 

Secretaries 

June Reed Elinor Shubick 
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From 1964 through 1967, a series of related studies were carried on by the 

Disaster Research Center (DRC) in the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory at Ohio State 

University. This report sunmarlzes the research undertaken as well as Indicating 
the direction of new investigations that have been initiated. 

Chapter I describes the general research originally projected, the initial 

theoretical model set forth, and the physical facilities of the laboratory being 

used. The pilot study, using ad hoc small groups, is reported on in the next 

chapter. The major laboratory research conducted during the four years is 

discussed in Chapter III. This Involved a realistic simulation of an actual 

police dispatching room. Chapter IV describes an experimental effort to test 

quantitatively in the laboratory some hypotheses drawn from a refined version 

of the original theoretical model used. The following chapter depicts an 

analogue" study conducted as a result of questions generated by the two major 

laboratory simulations. The last two chapters of the report discuss the cross- 

cultural studies of communication initiated in an attempt to focus or interactional 

aspects of groups under stress, and the range of laboratory, experimental and field 
work projected for the future. 
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